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Abstract
The terahertz (THz) range in the electromagnetic radiation spectrum lies
between the high-frequency edge of the microwave band and the longwavelength edge of the far-infrared band. THz technology is important for
both scientific and commercial applications so the production of coherent,
high power sources operating at room temperature is of great interest.
Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are unipolar emitters operating from THz to
infrared range. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is the main technique for the
growth of THz QCLs, offering precise control of layer thickness and
composition under ultra-high vacuum conditions.
The output power, maximum operating temperature, threshold and dynamic
range are essential parameters in THz QCL performances. Since high
power in THz QCLs is a desirable performance in particular to areas such as
imaging and remote sensing. The threshold and dynamic ranges are
influenced by the injector doping levels determining the losses. Moreover,
the interface roughness affects the electrical and optical properties of
semiconductor devices, which can be improved by misorientation of (100)
GaAs substrates.
This thesis reviews the development of THz QCLs, investigates MBE growth,
fabrication and electrical characterisation process, and the enhancement of
THz QCL performances. Chapter 1 summarizes the development and
application of THz technology, different THz sources, as well as the
development of THz QCLs. Chapter 2 outlines the MBE system, and
investigates the calibration methods, the growth process, and growth
reproducibility. Chapter 3 explains the fabrication techniques, electrical
characterisation of THz QCLs, and the factors that influence the device
performance. Chapter 4 investigates the enhancement in THz QCL power
performance; whilst Chapter 5 probes the injector doping effects and
background impurity level influences on BTC and hybrid THz QCL
performance. In Chapter 6, the effects and possible significance of
misorientation on THz QCLs are discussed. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis
and suggests future directions.
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Introduction

1.1 THz sources and applications
The THz range of the electromagnetic radiation lies between the frequencies
of 100 GHz to 10 THz (Fig. 1.1). It is between the high-frequency edge of the
microwave band and the long-wavelength edge of the far-infrared band. [1]
This region of the electro-magnetic spectrum has remained underdeveloped,
due mainly to a lack of high power and convenient radiation sources.
However, THz technology is important in both science and commercial
applications, especially those related to spectroscopy and imaging. [2]
Owing to its shorter wavelength, THz radiation provides a better spatial
resolution compared with microwaves. Comparing with imaging using high
energy x-rays, THz imaging is non-invasive and can provide much better
contrast in terms of identification of different materials, due to their largely
different absorption and refraction indices across the THz spectrum. [3]

Figure 1.1 The ‘THz gap’ in the electromagnetic spectrum.

1.1.1 THz sources
Although a number of applications for THz radiation may use passive
detection technology, such as heterodyne detection allowing for an
improvement of many orders of magnitude in detection sensitivity, active
sources are fundamental to improved detection and to many of the
applications considered for THz radiation. High power, narrow line widths
and high tunability of frequency are required for many of the potential THz
applications. [4]
There are many sources of THz radiation. Vacuum electronic sources
include the backward-wave oscillator, travelling-wave tubes, free-electron
lasers and synchrotrons and so on. These sources typically are high

-3powered. Solid-state electronic sources include the Gunn diode and highfrequency transistors. Frequency multipliers are used to shift sub-THz
radiation into the THz range. [5] Semiconductor lasers include electrically
pumped photonic crystal lasers of low angular divergence. Much interest is
currently in the QCL, a challenge being to raise the temperature of operation.
[5]
Visible or near-infrared lasers, either operating continuously or in pulsed
mode, are widely employed in various scenarios to generate THz radiation
by optical pumping. Two continuous laser sources may be mixed and the
mixed frequency lies in the THz range. The laser sources exploited include
diode lasers, dual-mode lasers and multi-mode lasers. Photomixers are
typically based on low-temperature grown GaAs. Difference frequency
mixing occurs in a variety of materials. THz emission also occurs from
continuous stimulation of microspheres by a single laser which produces
mechanical resonance. Pulsed lasers are used to excite photoconductive
switches or antennas. THz radiation also arises when a laser pulse pumps
nothing more than air – the photoionization of the gas producing plasma.
Other gases, including noble gases, may be used. The radiation is very
broad in its frequency range. As a diagnostic method, gas photon-ionization
allows the measurement of the carrier-envelope phase of short laser pulses.
Solid targets may be used. The polarization may be coherently controlled,
and is enhanced by electric fields. In ferromagnetic films, magnetic, rather
than electric dipoles are employed. THz parametric oscillation in crystals can
produce coherent, tunable and unidirectional radiation; efficient output
coupling is critical in realizing high power. [2, 4-5]

1.1.2 THz applications
THz technology has been applied in many areas and used in a wide variety
of applications, including information and communication technology,
remote-sensing and communication, biology and medical sciences, nondestructive evaluation, quality control of food and agricultural products, and
ultrafast computing. [3][6]
The THz part of the electromagnetic spectrum is rich in molecular rotational
lines and fine structure lines of atoms or ions, which are useful for exploring
the atmosphere in the space. For example, the CII fine structure line is at 1.6
THz, the OH rotational transitions at 1.8 THz, 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz, and the
OI fine structure line is at 4.7 THz. THz QCLs are more advantageous to be
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sources, such as multiplied microwave, often deliver low power, and optically
pumped gas lasers are relatively bulky and not tunable in frequency. [7]
In remote sensing, THz time domain spectroscopy (TDS) and frequency
domain spectroscopy (FDS) are widely used. Moreover, intense
femtosecond laser beams can be focused near objects and generate
ambient plasma which produces THz waves, and the reflection from the
target is detected in a similar way to THz-TDS. [6]
THz technology is also valuable in security applications. THz imaging has
high imaging resolution since it combines macroscopic and microscopic
imaging which allows the precise margin delineation. Therefore they can be
used in identifying materials, security-related detection of weapons, drugs,
and explosives. [6] A THz camera can image objects through fog and smoke,
regardless of the background illumination. [2][6] THz imaging can also be
used in biology and medicine, for example, cancer research, label-free DNA
sensing, and non-destructive evaluation. [3] THz imaging was realized on
systems based on picosecond THz pulses and continuous THz waves. THz
pulse imaging provides broad imaging information between frequencies 0.1
and 5 THz. THz QCLs have been demonstrated with CW operation and mW
output power level, so they provide a broader range of applications for
imaging with CW THz radiation. [8]
In biological, medical and pharmaceutical sciences, intermolecular vibrations
can be observed by THz spectroscopy in molecules where the intramolecular mode appears in the THz region. THz spectroscopy and imaging
can also be used in the diagnosis of cancer, since the absorption of THz
waves is sensitive to water and unusual reflections from cancer tissue due to
the different hydration levels from normal tissue. [6]
In semiconductor and other industrial areas, applications include inspection
of silicon solar cells, nano-composites, polymer films and dielectric films.
THz TDS is also applied in the evaluation of semiconductor wafer properties,
including mobility, conductivity, carrier density and plasma oscillations. THz
imaging has been used as non-destructive evaluation to inspect the foam
insulation used for the space shuttle. The sensitivity of THz waves to water
could be used in monitoring food and agricultural products, for example
evaluating the damage to fruits. A THz QCL can be a real-time THz-imaging
tool for visualizing the doping level of ion-implanted silicon wafers. [6]
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as wireless communication, high-speed data processing and satellite
communication, communication in rural areas, communication between
buildings during disasters, high-vision data delivery. The development of
various basic circuits for THz information and communication technology is
also progressing rapidly. [6]

1.2 THz QCLs
QCLs are unipolar emitters operating from the THz to the near-infrared
range. The laser transitions take place within the conduction band in which
the energy levels are quantized. The operation principle is inter-subband
optical transitions in two-dimensional QWs of a semiconductor
heterostructure. The challenge of THz QCLs is due to the lower energy of
the photon than the energy of longitudinal optical (LO) phonon of the host
material (ћω!" ≈ 36  meV) for GaAs. Also, the free carrier absorption induces
heavy waveguide losses for longer wavelength QCLs. [9]

1.2.1 Development of QCLs
Hetero-junction superlattices (SPLs) and their transport properties were first
investigated by Esaki and Tsu in 1970. [10] The idea of using inter-subband
transitions for electromagnetic wave (radiation) amplification was firstly
proposed by Kazarinov and Suris in 1971 [11]. This inter-subband emission
was observed in 1985 and the first sequential resonant tunnelling through a
multi-quantum well SPL was reported in 1986 by Capasso et al. Such a
structure has difficulty in practical use as a quantum cascade active region
and is electrically unstable. [10] In 1994, Faist et al. demonstrated the first
QCL based on inter-subband transition, designed to emit at 4.2 µm
wavelength (75 THz) and grown by MBE, with a peak power at 8 mW. [12]
QCL devices demonstrated in the following years covered the wavelengths
from 3.5 µm to 24 µm. Since then, mid-infrared QCLs have undergone rapid
progress. The first operation at room temperature was shown in 1996 [13],
the first distributed feedback (DFB) QCLs were reported in 1996, the first
QCL based on GaAs/AlGaAs material system in 1998, the first operation in
CW mode at room temperature in 2001 [13], and CW operation at 312 K in
2002 [10], and the first power exceeding 1 W in CW mode at room
temperature in 2008 [14][15]. From the spectral standpoint, notable
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continuously tunable external cavity QCL in 2004 [17].
With the rapid development of mid-infrared QCLs, researchers started to
investigate whether QCLs could emit in the THz region. THz QCLs are
essential for imaging applications and high-resolution spectroscopy
techniques. [3] Nonlinear sources similar to photomixers have achieved
more than 1 mW peak power in pulsed mode with room-temperature
operation. [18] These sources have the advantage of wide tunability. Higher
power in CW operation is one of the challenges. [18] THz QCLs based on
inter-subband transitions in semiconductor SPLs have been demonstrated in
different material systems, such as GaAs/AlGaAs, InGaAs/InAlAs, and
InGaAs/GaAsSb.
The first step towards the accomplishment of THz QCLs emitting at
frequencies below 8 THz was made in 1998 by Rochat et al. through the
observation of THz (4.5 THz) electroluminescence from a quantum cascade
structure, which triggered the investigation of several similar structures. [10]
Since their initial demonstration, THz QCLs have made rapid and substantial
progress. In 2001, the first THz QCL was reported operating at 4.1 THz in
pulsed mode and with a maximum operating temperature of 65 K using the
GaAs/AlGaAs materials system [19]. In 2002, 4.5 THz QCLs with the similar
structure were demonstrated and this structure shows the first CW operation
at THz frequencies by optimizing the processing technique. The first major
improvement in THz QCL performance came with a bound-to-continuum
(BTC) design with semi-insulating surface-plasmon (SISP) waveguide. THz
QCLs based on In0.52Al0.48As-In0.53Ga0.47As/InP material system was
demonstrated in 2005. [10] The introduction of a design based on resonant
optical phonon extraction, combined with the use of double metal (DM)
waveguides, enabled a significant increase in the maximum operating
temperature. The reported maximum temperature achieved by these devices
was up to 200 K in pulsed mode [15][20]. Output power has also been
improved by at least an order of magnitude. THz emission frequencies now
range from 2.1 THz up to 4.8 THz and DFB THz QCL devices have been
demonstrated to achieve single-mode operation of THz QCLs with narrow
beam patterns. [21] Continuous frequency tuning in the range >300 GHz has
also been established. [3] CW operation has been demonstrated above the
technologically practicable temperature of liquid nitrogen for THz QCLs
emitting at frequencies 1.5 THz~4 THz. [18]
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example, a THz optical amplifier based on a 2.9 THz QCL structure was
demonstrated by depositing anti-reflective facet coating. [22] Dominic
Bachmann et al. also demonstrated a broadband THz amplifier based on
ultrafast gain switching in a QCL with a DM waveguide. An amplification
bandwidth of more than 500 GHz was achieved due to the broadband THz
gain. [23] Campa et al. demonstrated two different designs for resonant THz
cavities based on wire-grid polarizers as input/output couplers, and injected
by a CW QCLs emitting at 2.55 THz. [24] A new switching circuit for
difference-intensity THz QCL imaging by amplitude modulation and lock-in
detection has also been demonstrated and the stability for locking the
amplitude modulation and detector output also improved. [25] The on-chip
generation and detection of THz radiation in coupled cavity systems was
demonstrated using a single semiconductor hetero-structure. Multiple
sections of a THz QCL in a DM waveguide were optically coupled and
operate either as a laser or an integrated emission monitor. [26]
Additionally, an active phase-nulling scheme for THz QCLs was realized by
active electronic feedback control of the emission frequency under optical
feedback. Real-time displacement sensing of targets was also demonstrated,
overcoming the resolution limits. [27] QCL emission was also used for directabsorption spectroscopy experiments, in order to study the dependence of
the absorption coefficient on gas pressure and laser intensity. [28] A
superconducting hot electron bolometer mixer and a QCL were integrated on
the same 4-K stage of a single cryostat for the first time, reported by Miao et
al. [29]
Many challenges, such as wide range tuning, lower emission frequencies
and higher temperature operation have been investigated using a variety of
approaches. [21] The main obstacle for THz QCLs to achieve roomtemperature operation is the reduction of gain at higher temperatures
because of the thermally activated relaxation mechanism between the upper
and lower radiative states. [30] At high temperatures, electrons in the upper
level will gain sufficient in-plane kinetic energy to emit an LO-phonon and
relax to the lower level. Therefore, the upper level lifetime decreases with
the increase of the electronic temperature, and consequently reduces the
gain. [30] The maximum operating temperature of THz QCLs improves
slowly with developments of material quality, active region and waveguide
designs. [31] An additionally applied magnetic field can improve the
operation temperature as well as operating at lower frequencies; however,
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QCLs made of nanowire axial hetero-structures were proposed in 2014,
suggesting that the lateral quantum confinement provided by the nanowires
allows an increase of the maximum operation temperature and the reduction
of the threshold current density. [32-33] QCLs with intra-cavity differencefrequency generation are currently the only room-temperature electrically
pumped semiconductor sources that can operate in the range of 1-5 THz.
[33] For electrical tuning, in 2015, the continuous electrical tuning of a singlemode THz QCL operating at a frequency of 3 THz is demonstrated, with a
tuning range of 4 GHz and an optical output power of 0.7 mW. [34]
The emission properties of QCLs are determined by engineering the active
region structures. The gain spectrum of a QCL depends on the design.
There are two approaches [35]. One is the Fabry-Pérot laser. For this design,
Fabry-Pérot cavities are formed by cleaving to allow emission. The
advantage of these lasers is the broad spectrum, but it is difficult to output
high power and the spectrum is unstable. DFB QCL is another option. It is
similar to a Fabry-Pérot laser, but with a distributed Bragg reflector
established on top of the waveguide in order to emit at the desired
wavelength. DFB lasers can be tuned by 0.5% thermally, giving a welldefined wavelength [36]. The emission frequency of THz QCLs can now be
adjusted in the range of 1-5 THz by choosing different layer thicknesses in
the active region. [18]

1.2.2 Active regions
The active region designs of THz QCLs have developed rapidly in the past
ten years. The three-quantum-well structure was used in the first QCL
device with a diagonal transition [12]. Vertical transitions were demonstrated
to improve the inter-subband gain [36]. A typical vertical transition design
occurs in two coupled QWs, with a third very thin QW in the injection barrier
to increase resonant tunnelling injection while preventing direct injection into
the lower states.
New designs have been shown to improve the electron extraction from the
active region. These include: CSL, BTC, resonant phonon (RP), and hybrid
designs based on BTC and RP. The simulated band diagrams of each
design are shown in Fig. 1.2 to Fig. 1.5. The curved conduction band energy
levels are caused by the high injector doping level.
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laser action takes place between minibands. Such lasers consist of a
periodic stack of nanometre-thick layers of QWs and barriers. The period of
this artificial crystal is typically much larger than the lattice constant of the
bulk crystalline constituents. This superimposed crystal potential splits the
conduction band (and the valence bands as well) into a series of narrow
(typically, tens to a few hundreds of meV wide) mini-bands separated by the
energy gaps in the strong-tunnel-coupling regime. For a given set of
materials, mini-band and mini-gap widths can be engineered by suitable
choice of the layer thicknesses [37].
The CSL design is based on the coupling of several QWs together in a SPL
to create mini-bands of states when the appropriate electric field is applied.
The upper and lower-state wave-functions extend (for THz lasers) over
several coupled QWs. ‘Chirping’ the quantum well and barrier thickness
restores the large dipole matrix element existing between the states at the
edge of the minigap. [3] The main limitations in slope efficiency and
maximum operating temperatures for these devices were attributed to a
thermal backfilling of the lower miniband and a weak population inversion. [3]
A typical band structure is shown in Fig. 1.2.
For the BTC design, the active region consists of SPLs with a diagonal
transition between states. Electrons are injected in an isolated state created
inside a minigap by a thin well adjacent to the injection barrier, while electron
extraction occurs through a lower miniband. Both injection efficiency and
lifetime are maximized by the diagonal transition, while the lower-state
population is minimized by miniband transport.
Long-wavelength (λ≈16 µm), high performance QCLs based on this design
concept, operating above room temperature, have already been
demonstrated. This combination of long lifetime, injection efficiency of the
upper state and extraction efficiency of the lower state is especially
advantageous in THz QCLs where population inversion is difficult to achieve.
[3] As is shown in Fig. 1.3, there is an energy gap formed in the minibands
between two injector states. The advantage of the BTC QCL design is its
large phase space for scattering out of upper and lower states. [38]
Another design is called the RP design (Fig. 1.4). For most early THz QCL
active region designs, LO-phonon scattering was not used for the
depopulation of the lower state. Depopulating the upper state would also
occur since the subbands are very close. However, in the RP design, the
tunnelling from lower state is quicker. [41]
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the BTC optical transition with the phonon-assisted depopulation. The
advantage of the scattering-assisted hybrid design (Fig. 1.5) is that the
current transport could be improved by increasing the overlap of electron
wave-functions and LO phonon scattering, without being limited by resonant
tunnelling. [42]

Figure 1.2 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson solver
[1] of a typical CSL QCL active region design.

Figure 1.3 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson solver
[1] of a typical BTC QCL active region design.
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Figure 1.4 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson solver
[1] of a typical RP QCL active region design.

Figure 1.5 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson solver
[1] of a typical hybrid QCL active region design.

1.2.3 Material system for THz QCLs
Materials play a significant role in the device characteristics, by influencing
barrier heights, scattering mechanisms, waveguide properties and so on.
QCL devices have been made by using four semiconductor material
systems: InGaAs/InAlAs grown on InP substrates, GaAs/AlGaAs grown on
GaAs substrates, AlSb/InAs grown on InAs, InGaAs/AlInAsSb,
InGaAs/GaAsSb or InGaAs/AlInGaAs grown on InP substrates. [4]
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most commonly for demonstrating QCLs. The remarkable aspect of these
lasers is the wide spectral range of operation from a single material system.
[43] High-performance mid-infrared QCLs are fabricated with the
InP/InGaAs/InAlAs heterostructure system as a consequence of the large
conduction band offset confining carriers in the QWs and minimizing carrier
leakage into the energy continuum. [43] GaAs/AlGaAs mid-infrared QCLs
were demonstrated by Sirtori et al. in 1998 [16][36]. They operate over
wavelengths ranging from 8 µm to the THz wavelengths up to 160 µm. GaAs
performs better than InP because of the material purity, which dramatically
increases the mobility and the conductivity of the semiconductor at low
temperature and guarantees lower waveguide losses. The first THz QCL
based on GaAs was developed in 2001 by Köhler et al. Despite having a
larger effective mass, smaller oscillator strength, and smaller gain coefficient,
the THz material loss in GaAs-based heterostructures is significantly smaller
compared to InP-based designs. [43] Other materials have been explored
over the years. For the Si/SiGe materials system, intersubband transitions
occur in the valence band, which is different from traditional materials. In
addition, different hole-dispersions increase the number of subbands, which
makes the control of their energy separation more difficult, and lasing has
not been demonstrated.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis investigates the optimization on the THz QCL performances, by
studying the MBE growth, fabrication and device characterisation. The
performances of THz QCLs are enhanced, especially the output power. Four
experimental chapters (Chapter 2, 4, 5 and 6) present the details on the
MBE growth reproducibility and THz QCL device performance enhancement.
Chapter 1 is the general introduction of the development and application of
THz technology. Different THz sources are reviewed and summarized. The
QCLs are introduced by summarizing different active region designs,
material systems, and the development in the past two decades.
Chapter 2 investigates the MBE growth of THz QCLs. The growth
reproducibility is achieved by accurate control on growth rate, Si doping and
so on. The procedure of MBE growth is introduced, including the flux, growth
rate calibration and Silicon doping calibration.
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QCLs. Two primary waveguides of THz QCLs reviewed with their
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The approaches for
fabricating both waveguide THz QCLs suggested, with detailed fabrication
procedures given. Additionally, the electrical characterisation principle is
summarized, and the experimental set-up introduced.
In Chapter 4, THz QCLs with the highest power so far at heat-sink
temperature of 10 K are presented. The active region is described and the
modification of this structure explained, with simulation and experimental
results discussed. Different analysis are explained, including device
performance on facet coating and output power dependence on device area.
Chapter 5 studies the optimization on BTC and hybrid THz QCLs,
particularly for the structures with emission frequency at 3.1 THz and 3.5
THz. The simulation results being analysed. Injector doping and background
impurity level influences on device performance are investigated and the
optimization on three different THz QCL structures studied in terms of
injector doping optimization.
Chapter 6 investigates GaAs misorientation angle influences on THz QCL
device performance, with particular regard to the electrical performance,
such as threshold current density. Research on misorientation is reviewed
and the basis of misorientation explained. The results based on BTC and
Hybrid THz QCL active region structure are presented. The conclusion
suggests the influence of GaAs substrate misorientation angle on THz QCL
device performance though not significantly.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. The work is summarized and possible future
direction suggested. Problems encountered are also mentioned.
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Molecular beam epitaxy
2.1 Introduction
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth is a physical deposition method for
growing thin epitaxial structures made of semiconductors, metals or
insulators. MBE offers precise control of film thickness, composition and
doping. The most important aspect of MBE is the slow deposition rate (less
than 1000 nm per hour), which allows films to grow epitaxially. The slow
deposition rates, however, require a proportionally better vacuum to achieve
the same impurity levels as other deposition techniques.
This chapter outlines MBE growth, and introduces the necessary calibration
methods by describing flux calibration, growth rate calibration and silicon
doping calibration. Then, the MBE growth approach and the factors
influencing the growth quality of THz QCLs are introduced.

2.2 MBE system
The VG-80H MBE system consists of three main chambers (see Fig. 2.1): a
fast entry load lock (FEL), a preparation chamber and a deposition chamber.
The FEL allows substrates to be loaded into and out of the system quickly,
and degassed to 150 °C. The preparation chamber offers an outgassing
stage for substrates, which can be heated up to 450 °C to remove N2, CO,
CO2 and H2O contaminants. Background-gas related impurities are thereby
reduced to a minimum by reducing the density of background molecules. [44]
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Figure 2.1 Part view of an MBE system illustrating the configuration of the
major components.

Figure 2.2 Principle of MBE. [2][45]

For the work described in this thesis, MBE growth takes place in the
deposition chamber, where the background vacuum is better than 2×10-10
mbar. During layer growth, the deposition chamber pressure is between
1×10-8 to 1×10-6 mbar principally due to the group V species–arsenic in this
case. The ultra-high vacuum environment within the growth chamber is
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liquid nitrogen cryopanel, which utilises cold nitrogen gas at a temperature
close to -160 °C.
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is used for monitoring
the growth of the crystal layers. Shutters in front of each furnace allow
precise control of the thickness of each layer (see Fig. 2.2). A quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS) is used for monitoring the level of different
residual gases in the chamber, and also for leak detection of the whole
system using helium gas. For a full review of MBE growth, see [44].

2.3 Calibration
It is well-known that high-performance THz QCLs can only be obtained when
the designed structure is strictly realized with the precise control of layer
thickness and injector doping. This requires precise control of the layer
thickness and alloy composition, which can be achieved by pre-growth
calibration and post growth characterisation of the whole QCL structure by xray diffraction measurements [20, 46-53]. However, owing to the long growth
time (10~15 hours) of a THz QCL, growth rate drifts occur over the whole
THz QCL growth, as well as from run to run, affecting the control of layer
thicknesses, alloy compositions. Therefore, it affects growth reproducibility.
In order to demonstrate high performance devices, specific attention has to
be paid to growth calibration [52].

2.3.1 Flux measurement
In solid-source MBE, elements such as gallium (Ga) and arsenic (As), in
pure form, are heated in separate Knudsen effusion cells until they begin to
evaporate. The gaseous elements condense on the wafer, where they may
react with each other. In the example of Ga and As, single-crystal GaAs is
formed. For each element, the flux needs to be calibrated, and beam
equivalent pressure (BEP) measurements are normally used. Here, a
monitor ion gauge (MIG) is used to measure the pressure from a particular
cell at a set temperature, and the atomic/molecular flux can be obtained from
the pressure reading. Fluxes from Ga, Al, and In cells can be modified by
adjusting cell temperatures and then measured with the MIG. However, for
an As cell, the flux is determined by the position of an As valve, with the
source run at constant bulk and cracker zone temperatures. As shown in Fig.

- 18 2.3, for an As cell at a bulk zone temperature of 335 °C and a cracker set at
600 °C, the As flux increases linearly with the position of the As valve.
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Figure 2.3 Measured As BEP at different valve positions.

2.3.2 Growth rate calibration
Most structures grown by MBE are composed of different compositional
layers, so accurate thickness and composition control is required. Growth
rates can be measured by x-ray diffraction, RHEED and pyrometry.
The pyrometry method provides both accuracy and efficiency for calibrating
layer thicknesses and alloy compositions, and has principally been used for
the work presented in this thesis. It also enables real-time growth rate
monitoring [53-54], unlike techniques based on x-ray diffraction or RHEED.
The technique also allows multiple, successive calibrations by analyzing
pyrometric data acquired from the growth of a thick GaAs layer on AlAs, and
vice-versa. In both cases, intensity oscillations result from interference
effects in the semiconductor layer growth, as a function of time and
wavelength.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, when different layers are grown on one substrate,
the interfaces between the layers can be assumed to function as parallel
reflecting mirrors. Incident light (e.g. from the substrate heater or an external
light source) then travels through the etalon (θ1) and undergoes internal
reflection. Interferences occur between the light reflected by the two

- 19 surfaces. The thickness of the layer 𝑑! can thus be obtained from
interference fringes described by
!

𝑛! 𝑑! cos  (𝜃!) = 𝑚 !

(2.1)

With the growth rate determined by
!

𝐺=!=

!!!! !!!
!

! !

= ! !!

!
!

!"# !!

(2.2)

Pyrometric intensity oscillations are determined by the wavelength and
refractive indices of the different materials. The refractive index varies with
the different materials. For an AlxGa1-xAs layer, it is influenced by the AlAs
mole fraction 𝑥, in AlxGa1-xAs, which can be obtained by Equation (2.3).
𝑥=!

! !"!#
!"!# !! !"#$

𝑛 = 𝑛!"#$ 𝜆 ×𝜂 𝐺𝑎 + 𝑛!"!# 𝜆 ×𝑥×𝜂 𝐴𝑙

(2.3)
(2.4)

To measure the GaAs and AlAs growth rates, GaAs and AlAs films are
grown on a (100) GaAs substrate. The pyrometric intensity oscillation is
obtained by BandiT (Copyright 2002-2006, k-Space Associates, Inc) real
time measurement. Fig. 2.5 shows the intensity oscillation image from GaAs
and AlAs epilayers grown on a (100) GaAs substrate. Fig. 2.6 then shows a
typical line profile, which is measured at the wavelength of 1220 nm.

Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of the mechanism responsible for
pyrometric oscillations.
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Figure 2.5 Pyrometric intensity oscillation for GaAs and AlGaAs layers,
grown on top of an AlAs layer, itself deposited on a GaAs substrate.
The Al cell temperature was=1184 °C, the Ga temperature 949 °C.

Figure 2.6 Line profile of pyrometric intensity oscillations for GaAs and AlAs
at a wavelength of=1220 nm, extracted from Fig. 2.5, the AlAs growth
rate was 0.42 µm/hr, the GaAs growth rate 0.968 µm/hr.

In Fig. 2.7, the growth rate calibrations of two Ga cells are shown as a
function of cell temperature. An increase of growth rate has been observed
as the Ga temperature is raised, due to increased evaporation at higher
temperatures. As expected, the data fits to an Arrhenius equation, with the
different behaviours reflecting the different cell designs.

GaAs Growth Rate (µm/hr)
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Figure 2.7 Dependence of GaAs growth rate on Ga cell temperature.

2.4 Si doping calibration
There are two principal ways to calibrate Si doping: Hall effect measurements,
and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements. Each has
advantages and disadvantages. Hall measurements requires a relatively
simple experimental set-up, and allow both the electrical carrier
concentration and mobility to be measured. However, for low doping levels,
thick layers are required to be grown in order to minimize depletion effects.
SIMS can be used to measure different doping levels from a single device,
which is more efficient than performing Hall measurements where a
separate layer must be grown. Si doping can be measured by SIMS in GaAs
down to doping levels lower than  1×10!"   𝑐𝑚!! . SIMS thus combines high
sensitivity with sufficient depth and spatial resolution to allow extensive
characterisations of doping and compositional profiles of epitaxial
semiconductors. [55] It cannot, however, give information on sample mobility,
or on the electrical activation of the Si atoms.

2.4.1 Hall measurement
The Hall effect can be used to measure the charge polarity of carriers, the
two-dimensional sheet charge density and the Hall carrier mobility. The freecarrier concentration is obtained from the sheet carrier density and the
epilayer thickness. [56]

- 22 Mobility is one of the critical factors influencing device performance. A high
value of carrier mobility in an epitaxial layer is widely accepted as a quality
criterion, which means few scattering centres are present to limit the mobility.
Mobility can be increased by limiting impurities from unintentional doping
and improving any interface roughness. [56]
The Hall effect system consists of an electrically conducting material through
which a uniform current density flows in a presence of a perpendicularly
applied magnetic field. Due to the Lorentz force, charge carriers deflect to
one side of the sample and generate an electric field perpendicular to both
the current density and the applied magnetic field. Therefore, a potential
drop is formed by the electrical charge called the Hall voltage (VH) (see Fig.
2.8).

Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of the Hall effect.

By measuring the Hall Voltage, the sheet density is obtained,
!"

𝑛! = ! !

!

(2.5)

where 𝐼 is the current, 𝐵 is the magnetic field, and 𝑒 (1.602 x 10-19 C) is the
elementary charge.
In order to measure the resistivity of a semiconductor sample, a number of
different device geometries can be envisaged. In our work, we have used a
VDP geometry, owing to the simplicity of the fabrication where contacts are
simply placed at the edge of a square/rectangular sample.
In order to then determine the sheet resistance (𝑅! ), as shown in Equation
(2.6). Since 𝑅! and 𝑅! can be obtained from the measured value of 𝑉!" , 𝐼!" ,
𝑉!" , and 𝐼!" , 𝑅! can be calculated by equation (2.6) (see Fig. 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of VDP Hall resistance measurements.
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The Hall mobility can then be obtained from the equation
!

!

µμ = ! !!" = !!
!

! !!

                                                                                                        (2.7)  

If the conducting layer thickness d is known, the bulk resistivity (𝜌 = 𝑅! 𝑑)
and the bulk density (𝑛 = 𝑛! /𝑑) can also be calculated.

Table 2.1 Sample geometry and fabrication for VDP Hall measurement.

- 24 To make VDP measurements, a square sample geometry is used, as
outlined in Table 2.1. In order to obtain the most accurate results, contacts
are required to be small and perfectly placed in the corners.
To set up the experimental VDP Hall measurement system, the
measurement parameters used are shown in Table 2.2. Higher currents are
used for highly doped samples owing to their lower resistances.

Table 2.2 Required equipment of VDP Hall measurement.

	
  

Figure 2.10 Resistance between two indium contacts as a function of doping
density.
	
  

- 25 Fig. 2.10 shows data from a large number of samples in which the
resistance between two indium contacts is measured. VDP data is compared
with SIMS data in Fig. 2.13, and will be discussed later.
The resistance between two indium contacts decreases with the doping
concentration, with an approximately linear relation, which provides a quick
method for checking the doping of material.

2.4.2 SIMS calibration method
SIMS is based on the observation that charged particles (secondary ions)
are ejected from a sample surface when bombarded by a primary beam of
heavy particles. These secondary ions are accelerated into a doublefocusing mass spectrometer where they are separated according to their
energy and mass/charge ratio before being detected. The only sample
preparation required is the production of a flat surface. Any vacuum
compatible material can be analysed, including conductors (metals, alloys,
and sulphides), non-conductors and biological material. [55] SIMS can thus
be used in calibrating the silicon doping in MBE growth. By sequentially
etching away the surface, a concentration as a function of depth can be
obtained.
A typical structure designed for SIMS measurement has different layers, with
varied Si doping concentration. The dopant concentrations at different
depths from the surface of the sample are then measured by SIMS (see Fig.
2.11).
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Figure 2.11 Doping concentration measured at different depths of a sample
by SIMS, (a) L834, (b) L837.

In testing the SIMS approach to calibration, four different GaAs growth rates
were used (see inset of Fig. 2.12, with the main figure showing data at a 1
µm/hr growth rate). The average doping concentration was then calculated
at each growth rate, showing a linear dependence on Si cell temperature
(see Fig. 2.12) and confirming the reliability of the approach.
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Figure 2.12 Inset: Doping concentration as a function of temperature for (a)
L834, and (b) L837. Main figures show the doping concentration from
all data, normalized to 1 µm/hour.
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Figure 2.13 Carrier/doping concentration as a function of silicon cell
temperature.

The SIMS result and VDP Hall measurement are compared in Fig. 2.13. A
straight line is drawn fitting both SIMS and VDP Hall data, showing
agreement between the two methods. The inset figures show the Si dopingtemperature relation for different GaAs growth rate.

- 28 To calibrate the Si doping concentration, all growth rates can be normalized
to 1 µm/hr. The normalized data can then be used for a calibration curve.

2.5 Growth of THz QCLs
THz QCLs are difficult to grow due to the thin layers in the device structures.
Therefore the tiny variation of the layer thicknesses can induce the deviation
from the original active region design. Thus, the precise control of MBE
growth make it ideally suitable for THz QCL devices, and has been used for
almost all structures reported in the literature, including all devices presented
in this thesis.

2.5.1 Growth procedure
The quality of THz QCLs will be determined, amongst other things, by the
growth rate stability, interface roughness, epitaxial defects and background
doping levels. The growth rate stability affects homogeneity of all periods of
the active region and hence the optical gain. The interface roughness,
determined by atomic segregation, induces inhomogeneous broadening of
the intersubband transition and consequently of the gain curve. Moreover,
interface fluctuations create a scattering in-layer potential affecting elastic
scattering of electrons in the QCL active regions, and thereby influencing the
electron dynamics and the lifetime of electrons in excited states.
Normally, a QCL structure is grown on an undoped GaAs (100) oriented
substrate. Growth begins with an undoped GaAs buffer layer, followed by an
AlxGa1-xAs etch-stop layer, and a high-doped GaAs layer. The active region
then follows. Finally, a 50 nm GaAs layer with high doping is grown. [57]
During growth, the substrate temperature is monitored by a pyrometer. The
aluminium (Al) and Ga flux is then kept constant during the entire growth and
no growth interruptions between the layers of component materials are
applied. Only the shutter in front of the Al effusion cell is activated and
closed during the growth, with the Ga shutter open throughout. [58]
As is shown in Fig. 2.14, to grow a QCL structure, a few preparation steps
are required. First, in order to minimize contamination, the new SI-GaAs
substrate is required to be de-gased at 150 °C overnight in the FEL, to
remove H2O from the surface, followed by degasing at 450 °C until the
pressure in the preparation chamber drops down to 1×10-9 mbar. Then, after

- 29 transferring the degassed substrate into the deposition chamber, the
substrate is heated to 630 °C ~ 640 °C so that the oxide layer on the surface
is removed. Meanwhile, the Ga and Al flux is measured and the As flux is
measured and calibrated. This is followed with the growth rate calibration, by
growing a 1 µm GaAs layer. The substrate rotation speed is set by
monitoring the pyrometric oscillation output. Silicon doping accuracy should
be guaranteed either by the VDP Hall method or by SIMS measurement.
Once the QCL growth recipe starts running, the output of pyrometric
oscillations by BandiT is used to monitor growth rate variation, followed by
fine adjustment, and the As flux is adjusted according to the chamber
pressure, at the stage of the GaAs buffer layer growth.

Figure 2.14 Flow chart of the QCL growth process.

- 30 The final output of pyrometric oscillation is crucial, which gives information
about the average growth rate variation of AlGaAs and GaAs during the
entire growth period.

2.5.2 Growth rate control of THz QCLs
To determine the growth rate during THz QCL growth, refractive index n is
significant. However, there has been a lack of reported data on the refractive
indices of GaAs and AlAs at the THz QCL growth temperature of ∼600 °C,
especially over the wavelength range of 1000-1400 nm. Pyrometric oscillations can provide an easy way for determining refractive index in THz QCLs.
To demonstrate, a set of samples were grown. Apart from the GaAs buffer
and capping layers, The sample consists of a thick AlxGa1-xAs layer, a 15
period AlxGa1-xAs (~50 nm)/InAs (0.3 nm) SPL, and a thick AlxGa1-xAs layer,
with the mole fraction, x, changes in successive samples. The two separate
thick AlxGa1-xAs layers before and after the SPL, are used to acquire
oscillation curves, as well as monitor growth rate drifts. The SPL is then
used to determine precisely the AlxGa1-xAs layer thickness using ex-situ
techniques, such as x-ray diffraction or transmission electron microscopy
measurements.
AlxGa1-xAs (20 nm)/GaAs (6.5 nm) SPLs have been used to determine
growth layer thicknesses using x-ray diffraction measurements [61].
However, by using this approach, strong deviations were observed between
the expected and actual growth thicknesses, resulting from the uncertainty in
determining the individual layer thicknesses [55]. In principle, the determination of individual layer thickness in the SPL by x-ray diffraction is
achieved as follows: Firstly, the thickness of a single period of the SPL is
deduced from the satellite peak separations of the diffraction curve. Then,
individual layer thicknesses are determined by the average material alloy
composition, deduced from the separation between the zero order satellite
and substrate peaks. For AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs SPLs, however, precise determination of the individual layer thicknesses is not straightforward, due to the
difficulty in estimating the average Al composition [62]. In addition, the thin
individual layer thickness in the AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs SPL makes individual
layers’ growth more efficient. Flux transient, caused by shutter operations,
can then influence the layer thickness [52]. The shorter the growth time, the
more significant the effect, and it reduces the precision of the calibration
procedure.

- 31 The issues associated with calibration using AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs SPLs can be
partly avoided by using AlxGa1-xAs (~50 nm)/InAs (0.3 nm) SPLs. The InAs
layer is very thin, whilst the AlxGa1-xAs layer is relatively thick. In fact, the
InAs layer thicknesses in our calibrations are only about 5 ‰ of the total
thickness of a single period. Therefore, when the single period thickness is
determined by the satellite peak separation, it is dominated by the AlxGa1-xAs
layer thickness, reducing the uncertainty compared with estimating the
average alloy composition of an AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs SPL. This is a significant
advantage. Furthermore, the thickness of the AlxGa1-xAs layer is up to
several tens of nm, thereby increasing the growth time and reducing the
effects of flux transients. In our calibration samples, the AlxGa1-xAs layers
were grown at a temperature of ∼600 °C, whilst the SPLs were grown at a
temperature of 500 °C to avoid indium desorption. Very stable fluxes were
used in order to minimize the effects of growth rate drift. All cell
temperatures were kept constant through the entire growth of a single
sample.

Figure 2.15 Experimental curves measured from calibration samples. Each
curve is offset for clarity. (a) Typical oscillation curves at a wavelength
of 1200 nm acquired by pyrometric spectrometer during growth. The
blue curves originate from the growth of the thick AlxGa1-xAs layers,
whilst the red curves originate from the growth of the SPLs. (b) (004) xray diffraction curves taken after the sample growths.

Fig. 2.15 (a) shows the oscillation curves acquired at the wavelength of 1200
nm during the sample growths. The blue curves originate from the growth of

- 32 the AlxGa1-xAs layers, whilst the red curves originate from the growth of the
SPLs. From these curves, growth time T for each growth can be easily
extracted. Fig. 2.15 (b) shows the (004) x-ray diffraction curves taken after
these sample growths. Owing to the high structural quality, more than 30
well-defined satellite peaks are observed. From the peak separations, the
AlxGa1-xAs layer thicknesses in the SPLs were extracted with high precision.
The growth rates were then calculated allowing n to be obtained at different
wavelength by using values of T extracted from oscillation curves.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16 AlxGa1-xAs refractive indices at a growth temperature of 600 °C.
(a) The refractive index as a function of wavelength for different Al mole
fractions, and (b) the dependence of the refractive index on the Al
composition. Solid black circles and line are experimental data and the
least fitting curve respectively, obtained at the growth temperature of
600 °C. The coloured curves are theoretical calculations according to
[57].

- 33 The refractive indices, obtained from experiments at a growth temperature of
600 °C are summarized in Fig. 2.16. In Fig. 2.16 (a), n is plotted as a
function of wavelength in the range of 900 to 1400 nm. n decreases with
increasing wavelength. This follows the trend observed in the short
wavelength range from 400 nm to 1000 nm in previous studies [63][64], with
the refractive index values for GaAs and AlAs matching below 1000 nm. At ~
1000 nm, n is ~ 3.78 and ~3.05 for GaAs and AlAs. To confirm the validity of
the calibration approach, the values of n for GaAs and AlAs have been
checked in multiple growths, which shows a high degree of reproducibility. In
Fig. 2.16 (b), the dependence of n on Al composition is presented. Unlike the
theoretically calculated curves at room temperature [65], there is a small
deviation of the curve away from a strict linear correlation, similar to the
observation in [59]. The refractive index curves in Fig. 2.16 are used for daily
pre-growth calibration for THz QCLs, and the monitoring of THz QCL growth
in our laboratory. The effect of temperature variation on n is very small
[59][60]. Therefore, this set of data can be used over a wide growth
temperature range. Over a temperature interval of 600±40 °C, no significant
errors were observed during the growth rate calibrations.

2.5.3 Layer thickness control and growth reproducibility
The growth rate drift, due to the consumption of the group III materials (Ga
and Al), is important for the growth of high performance THz QCLs [52].
Although lasing action can still be achieved while the structural dimensions
of a THz QCL vary from one period to the next, the overall performance is
compromised [66]. This is only acceptable when maximum operating
temperature or output power are not considered to be the most important
performance requirements. However, for most applications, both high
operating temperature and high output powers will be necessary. Therefore,
the uniformity of the laser stack (or overall periodicity) is a high priority,
demanding precise control of the material growth rates over the whole QCL
growth period.
Based on the daily pre-growth calibration data recorded over a typical
growth, the dependence of the required cell temperature to achieve a 1
µm/hour growth rate for GaAs is plotted in Fig. 2.17, as a function of the total
deposited GaAs layer thickness. As the total growth thickness increases, the
gallium cell temperature needs to be increased to maintain a constant
growth rate. This observation is very similar to that reported in [52] but with a
significantly higher ramp rate, possibly due to cell differences. A Vecco

- 34 gallium SUMO cell was used in [52], while a dual-filament Ga cell was used
in our MBE system. Unlike the variation observed in the gallium cell data, the
aluminium cell temperature remains nearly constant over the whole growth
run, even though there are slight temperature fluctuations. Our MBE system
is equipped with two Al cells. One is only used for the growth of the THz
QCLs. Al forms only less than 4% of the total deposited material in a THz
QCL.

Figure 2.17 Typical variation of the gallium cell temperature required to
achieve a 1 µm/hour GaAs growth rate as a function of the total
thickness of deposited GaAs during a growth run. Each data point
corresponds to a single wafer growth. The aluminium data reflects the
cell temperature required to achieve a constant growth rate of 0.176
µm/hr, as used for the majority of THz QCL growths. The aluminium
data points thus correspond to THz QCL growths during the run – other
device structures require different aluminium mole fractions.

Structure and growth parameters of typical THz QCLs reported in the
literature are presented in Table 2.3. Thus, the Al is depleted by only a small
amount during the limited number of THz QCLs (<70) realized during a
growth run. Based on these observations, to ensure precise growth control
of individual layer thicknesses/alloy compositions in THz QCLs, it is
necessary to compensate for GaAs growth rate drifts, but variations in AlAs
growth rate can be neglected.
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Table 2.3 Structure and growth parameters of typical THz QCLs reported in
the literature.

Despite theoretically-calculated and experimentally demonstrated growth
rate drifts during wafer growth, an exact drift rate over a given time period is
hard to predict, so precise growth rate uniformity is difficult to achieve.
Pyrometric data, gives extensive information about the precision of the wafer
growth, not only acting as an additional calibration approach during the
growth of the QCL itself, but also providing information on growth rate drift
during a structure’s growth. For THz QCL structures, the GaAs growth rate
drift can be indirectly extracted from pyrometric oscillations during THz QCL
growth:
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- 36 GGa and GAl are the GaAs and AlAs growth rate; 𝑥!" is the aluminium mole
fraction in the barrier;   𝑥!"# is the average aluminium composition of the QCL;
𝑑!"#$ and 𝑑!"#$!% are the total thicknesses of the GaAs wells and AlGaAs
barriers in a single period of the QCL active region; 𝑡!"#$ and 𝑡!!"#$% are the
growth time of the GaAs wells and AlGaAs barriers; and, 𝐺!"# is the average
growth rate of the QCL, which can be written as:
!

𝐺!"# = !!!!"

!"#

(2.13)

The main structural and growth parameters of typical THz QCLs are listed in
Table 2.3. In each case, 𝑥!"# depends only weakly on 𝐺!" . For the QCL in
[20], suppose the growth rate of GaAs drifts by +5%, this reduces 𝑥!" from
15% to 14.4 %, but only reduces 𝑥!"# from 3.70% to 3.58%. The resulting
deviation of 𝐺!"# is only about 1.3‰, leading to the conclusion that 𝐺!"# is
dominated by the changes in 𝐺!" . For a given THz QCL design, once 𝐺!"#
is known, 𝐺!" , as well as its growth rate drift, can be obtained. Growth rate
compensation can then be realized more precisely, either during the growth
itself or subsequent growths. Fig. 2.18 shows the pyrometric oscillation
curve of a THz QCL structure in which growth rate compensation has been
applied. Theoretical simulation, using a transfer matrix method [63][71],
corresponds well with the experimental oscillation curve. Growth rate drift is
negligible in Fig. 2.18, showing excellent control of the growth layer
thickness.

Figure 2.18 Typical pyrometric oscillations recorded during growth of a THz
QCL structure using growth rate compensation. Theoretical simulation
assumed a constant 𝐺!"# of 1.036 µm/hr.

The growth rate compensation technique, together with the pre-growth
calibration of GaAs and AlAs performed immediately prior to the QCL growth,
enables high run-to-run growth reproducibility. Typical (004) x-ray diffraction
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[47]), but grown at different times, are shown in Fig. 2.19. Excepting the
discrepancy of the satellite peak intensity at the extremes, both curves look
almost identical. From the satellite peak separation, the actual single period
thicknesses of the two QCLs are 65.4 and 64.8 nm, only ~0.2 and ~0.8 nm
less than the designed value of 65.6 nm; this corresponds to ~ -0.3% and ~
-1.22% thickness deviation. It is worth noting that ~10 different THz QCLs
were grown between these two samples. The thickness variation from the
two QCLs in Fig. 2.19 is far less than the thickness variations of ~±3-5%
generally reported using x-ray diffraction to calibrate the growth [46-48]. This
confirms that pyrometric spectrometry is a powerful technique for achieving
reproducible growth of THz QCLs, and enables run-to-run growth
repeatability.

Figure 2.19 Typical (004) x-ray diffraction curves taken from two THz QCLs
with nominally identical structure but grown at different times. The
active region is based on the design reported in [5]. The layer sequence
of one period of the structure is 55/110/18/115/38/94/42/184 (starting
from the injector barrier) where the thicknesses are in Ǻ, and
Al0.15Ga0.85As layers are in bold type, GaAs layers are in regular, and
the underlined layer is doped with Si.

2.6 Summary
Precise growth control is essential for achieving high quality THz QCLs. Precalibration on layer growth rate, material flux and Si doping are introduced in
this chapter. Pyrometric spectrometry has been used in our material growth

- 38 providing high level of precision during growth rate calibration, and is proved
to be a powerful tool for layer thickness and growth reproducibility control
according to experimental analysis. The THz QCL wafers grown have
achieved good performance and the results published in [72-82].
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Fabrication and electrical characterisation of THz QCLs

3.1 Waveguides of THz QCLs
The emission of a laser requires the gain medium to be confined inside a
waveguide. Waveguides are used to confine emitted photons within the laser
gain medium. Furthermore, mirrors at the waveguide terminals are used to
reflect the photons back into the cavity. There are two fundamental
waveguide designs for QCL devices, the SISP waveguide and DM
waveguide.
An SISP waveguide is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). The surface-plasmon mode is
confined to the top metal contact and the bottom heavily doped GaAs layer
used for the layer contact. [83] The mode confinement is determined by the
refractive index contrast between the GaAs/AlGaAs layer and the GaAs
substrate. In this waveguide design, the optical mode penetrates from the
QCL hetero-structure into the SI-GaAs substrate. [84]
	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

Figure 3.1 Schematic view of two QCL waveguides (left) and typical twodimensional mode intensity pattern (right), (a) SISP waveguide, (b) DM
waveguide. Taken from Ref. [83].

The second waveguide design is called the double metal waveguide (DM
waveguide), which has been reported to exhibit better maximum operating
temperature. In this design, the active region is sandwiched between two
metal layers so that the optical mode is strongly confined within the active

- 41 medium, as is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Both waveguide designs have their own
advantages and disadvantages, whilst the SISP waveguide has high output
power and better beam direction, the DM waveguides have better thermal
performance. [83]

3.2 Fabrication of THz QCLs
The fabrication of THz QCLs includes both front side processing and
substrate side processing. The essential steps include photolithography,
mesa etching and metallisation.
THz QCL ridges with SISP waveguide are fabricated by a combination of
photolithography using positive photoresist S1813, wet etching and metal
evaporation techniques. The typical active region thickness is around 10 µm.
Both the bottom and the top ohmic contacts are defined by photolithography
followed by a premix alloy of AuGeNi evaporation and annealing. The ratio
of Au:Ge:Ni is 86~94 wt%:3~7 wt%:3~7 wt%. The overlayer metallisation is
to improve electrical contact, confine the optical mode and help dissipate
excessive heating during lasing. For the fabrication of DM waveguide THz
QCLs, Au based thermo-compression wafer bonding is used to bind a highly
doped GaAs substrate with the THz QCL wafer. Before the wafer bonding,
the THz QCL wafer is prepared by evaporating Ti/Au layers (20/600 nm) on
the epilayer side. An n+ GaAs receptor substrate is coated with Ti/Au
(20/600 nm). [85] Following the wafer bonding, the SI GaAs substrate in the
THz QCL wafer is chemically removed for 80% of the substrate using
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1 etchant and citric acid for the rest. The selective etch
stops at Al0.5Ga0.5As layer, which is then removed by 50% HF acid. The rest
of the 600~700 nm n+ GaAs material is subsequently removed by
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:160. Similar to the THz QCLs with SISP waveguide,
laser ridges are defined by photolithography and wet-chemical etching. Thin
films of Ti/Au with thickness of 20/200 nm are evaporated by an electronbeam evaporator and followed by a lift-off process. [85] The aim of substrate
thinning is to achieve good thermal dissipation to reduce extra heating
during device operation, and the backside metallisation improves the
adhesion of the indium mounting during device packaging.
Parallel mirror facets are obtained by cleaving the laser ridges, which
creates a Fabry-Pérot resonator. The mounting of QCLs plays an important
role in their heat dissipation. The conduction path of heat flux from the laser
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bonding. The possible technical problems include non-uniform bonding and
solder voids. However, these problems can be overcome by optimising the
bonding conditions, such as adjusting the ball size and the power. Moreover,
thick electroplated Au provides an adequate area, thus preventing the laser
facets or exposed device sides sinking into the indium solder, and improving
the reliability of the epilayer-down bonding. [86]
In the experiments, THz QCL devices were mounted epilayer up with a thin
layer of indium on a copper block, and ceramic pads mounted on top of the
copper block by high-thermal conducting glue GE Vanish. Gold wires were
then bonded from the bottom and top contacts to the ceramic pads. The
proper alignment of lasers requires the facets to be parallel to the edge of
the copper block, ensuring that the emission of the laser is not blocked.

3.2.1 Fabrication procedures
The major steps of SISP QCL fabrication results, which includes both the
schematic cross-sectioned diagrams of the device and the microscope
photographs, are shown in Table 3.1. The main steps for DM THz QCL
fabrication are shown in Table 3.2. The slopped walls after laser ridge
etching are not shown in the pictures, since the shape of the wall would
depend on the etchant and photolithography patterning direction.

Fabrication steps

Schematic cross section view

Microscope
photograph
(×10)

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

Photolithography
for ridge and
mesa etching

SI-GaAs
Photoresist
n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs
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n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

Photolithography
for bottom contact

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs

Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

AuGeNi

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

Metallisation and
annealing for
bottom contact

SI-GaAs
n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs
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n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

Photolithography
for top contact

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

Metallisation for
top contact

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

Photolithography
for overlayer

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs

n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

Backside thinning
and metallisation

SI-GaAs
n+ GaAs
Active region

n+ GaAs

SI-GaAs
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Sample cleaving,
mounting & Wire
bonding

Table 3.1 Schematic cross view and microscope photographs of SISP QCL
fabrication.

Task

Comments

Wafer cleaving and cleaning

Cleaning with Acetone, IPA, plasma
ashing
	
  

Ti/Au coating
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Au thermo-compression bonding

SI substrate removing

The etch stop layer removing

Photolithography and Ti/Au evaporation
(Top contact)

Ridge etching
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Backside thinning

Backside metallisation

Table 3.2 Main steps of DM THz QCL fabrication.

3.2.2 Photolithography
Photolithography is the process of reproducing geometric shapes on a mask
to the surface of a wafer. The steps involved in the photolithographic
process include wafer cleaning, photoresist spin, soft baking, mask
alignment, UV exposure and development.
To transfer a pattern properly to the surface of a device, good contact
between the mask and the sample is required without damaging the mask or
the sample. Otherwise, as is shown in Fig. 3.2, the edges of the pattern will
not be properly reproduced in the wafer, which can pose a serious problem,
affecting subsequent processes.
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Figure 3.2 A microscope view (image scale: ×10) showing proper and poor
photolithography.
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3.2.3 Wet etching
Wet etching was used in GaAs/AlGaAs THz QCL fabrication to avoid any
surface electronic damage during processing. The chemical mechanism of
GaAs wet etching is the oxidation of Ga and As on the surface, followed by
chemical attack with acids to dissolve these oxides. [87] A wet etch process
is more advantageous than a dry etch process when superior electronic
properties are required, since the dry etch can cause surface damage by ion
bombardment. [87] However, the main disadvantage of wet etching for many
applications is the undercut of etch masks, which makes the dimension
control inaccurate. This has been observed during both isotropic and
anisotropic etching process. [87] Fig. 3.3 shows the cross-side image of a
THz QCL ridge etching profile. The laser ridge has been deliberately defined
vertical to the major flat of SI-GaAs substrate and was etched by the
anisotropic etchant H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:40. A clear undercut of the ridge
can be observed. Fig. 3.4 shows the pictures of the same pattern etched by
isotropic etchant (NH4OH:H2O2:H2O=8:3:400) and anisotropic etchant
(H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:40). Both show poor dimension control due to the
side etch.

Figure 3.3 Anisotropic etching, laser ridge vertical to wafer major flat (image
scale: ×10).
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Figure 3.4 GaAs substrate etching by (a) NH4OH:H2O2:H2O=8:3:400 (image
scale: ×50), (b) H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:40 (image scale: ×10).
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sample are critical steps. For example, to avoid local over-etching, the
etching solution needs to be cleaned quickly after the sample is removed
from the etchant. This problem becomes more significant when choosing a
faster etching rate. Careful cleaning of residual organics from the exposed
GaAs surface is important to avoid unwanted surface roughening. [87] In
addition, the concentration of peroxide in the etching solution is a critical
factor. For H2SO4:H2O2:H2O etchant, H2O2 is used to promote the formation
of the surface oxides. However, a high concentration of H2O2 tends to cause
bubbles on the substrate surface during etching, which can cause the
surface roughness since the bubbles protect the surface from the etching
solution. [87] The etching rate is also one of the most important factors
which can be increased by increasing the H2O2 component of the etching
solution. [87] However, poor surface quality can be caused by an
excessively fast etching rate.
Fig. 3.5 shows a typical rough surface after laser ridge etching by
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:40 (1.2 µm/min). A rough surface will cause potential
problems in the metallisation and the final device bonding since the metal
layer would be rough as well.

Figure 3.5 Surface after the laser ridge etching (sample L688) (image scale:
×10).

Selective etching of AlxGa1-xAs with x>0.4 is possible with HF acid and the
selectivity can be greater than 10:1. [87] Typically, Al0.5Ga0.5As is used for
the etch stop layer of DM waveguide THz QCL wafers. For the selective
etching for GaAs over AlGaAs, organic acids such as citric acid and NH4OH
can be considered.
Fig. 3.6 shows the etching comparison between two DM THz QCL ridges, in
which the active region material and a 600~700 nm n+ GaAs layer have
been removed by H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1. However, in Fig. 3.6 (a), some n+
GaAs material is left, while in Fig. 3.6 (b) nearly all material has been etched

- 50 and the Ti/Au layer can be observed, which can possibly cause a shortcircuit. Therefore, leaving some n+ GaAs material during etching is a more
prudent option.
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Figure 3.6 DM THz QCL ridge etching by H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1 (a) with
some n+ GaAs material left (b) over etched surface (image scale: ×5).

3.2.4 Ohmic contact
The close physical and chemical contacts between metals and
semiconductors include Schottky and Ohmic contacts. For Ohmic contacts,
the current increases linearly with the applied voltage, as per Ohm’s law. To
obtain the Ohmic contact, the barrier needs to be low or narrow enough to
allow the current to cross the interface by thermionic or field emission. [87]
The metallisation is completed by a lift off process to remove all the
unwanted metal. Annealing is used to diffuse Ge into the wafer and acts as a
dopant [88]. During this process, Ni diffuses into GaAs material and reacts
with the oxide. Intermediate complexes are formed between Ni and GaAs
and the crystal lattice is disturbed, so that further diffusions and reactions
can occur followed by the diffusion of Ge into GaAs. [87] Typically, this can
be achieved by increasing the temperature to 430 °C for 1 min. Photographic
examples of a normal annealing surface and an over-annealed (430 °C for 2
min) surface are shown in Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b). The over annealed surface is
considerably rougher than the normal surface.
The main problem for the bottom contact is the lift-off after metallisation.
Small pieces of Au can be observed sticking to the edge of the QCL ridges,
in certain cases. This causes a short circuit between the top and bottom
contacts. Some devices thus affected showed a high current at the
beginning of a test and rapidly broke. In order to improve the lift-off process,
another approach was attempted. The plasma ashing process before metal
deposition was replaced by HCL:H2O (1:1) immersion, since plasma ashing
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area of the ridge, and therefore cause difficulty in lift-off. Another role of the
HCL:H2O (1:1) solution is to remove the oxide layer of GaAs, which cannot
be achieved by the plasma ashing. The reason to add this process is to
decrease the resistance of the device as far as possible.

(a) Normal annealing

(b) Over annealed

Figure 3.7 Microscope view of an annealed surface of AuGeNi (image scale:
×10).

3.3 Electrical characterisation of THz QCLs
There are several measurements that can provide information about a
laser’s performance. The most important are of the light-current-voltage (L-IV) and spectral properties. The L-I-V provides the electrical property of a
QCL, including its threshold current density and dynamic range, as well as
the maximum operating temperature. The spectral properties, gives the
information on the emission frequency of a QCL, as well as the guidance to
the growth condition and the active region design.
Fig. 3.8 shows the measurement procedure for characterising QCLs. First,
the laser is mounted on the cold finger of a helium flow-cryostat which is
pumped down by a turbo pump. Liquid Helium is then connected to the
cryostat to cool down the device. The facets of the devices are required to
be parallel to a polythene window which allows laser emission to be
collected by a QMC bolometer. The output signal of the bolometer is
measured using a lock-in amplifier.
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Fig. 3.8 Experimental set-up for QCL characterisation.

The measurement system consists of an Agilent 8114A signal generator for
the electrical supply in pulsed mode, a 7225 DSP Lock-in amplifier and a
QMC bolometer for THz radiation detection, a Tektronix TDS 2014 Digital
Storage Oscilloscope for the voltage and current signal display, a
temperature controller to control the temperature of the cold finger and a
QMC bolometer detector. A Thomas Keating Power Meter is used for
measuring the average power of THz QCLs. A Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer (FTIR) is used to measure the spectral properties of the QCL.
Spectral measurements can be made more complicated by atmospheric and
water absorption. By using dry nitrogen gas purging, the absorption can be
minimized. Fig. 3.9 gives a comparison between QCL spectra and the
blackbody spectra with nitrogen gas purging. [88]

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)
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4

5

Frequency (THz)
Figure 3.9 Comparison between the laser spectra and black body spectra
(purged).

3.4 Summary
This chapter introduces the fabrication techniques and electrical
characterisation of THz QCLs. The factors that influence the device
performance during fabrication are explained and examples are given for
comparison. The fabrication procedures for both SISP and DM THz QCLs
are presented by cross-section diagrams and the details are explained. The
measurement set-up for the electrical characterisation of THz QCLs is then
outlined. Equipment details are given and the characterisation process,
including power mapping, absolute power and spectra measurements, are
illustrated in detail.
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Chapter 4
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High power THz QCLs

4.1 Introduction
High power THz sources have potential applications in many areas,
including imaging and remote sensing. Spectroscopy involves illuminating
many pixels and requires significant material penetration. Therefore high
optical power is beneficial, especially since water vapour in air significantly
attenuates THz radiation. [89]
THz QCLs are electrically driven and currently covering a frequency range
from 1.2 to 5.2 THz; they are promising candidates for the above
applications. There are different ways to improve the power performance of
a THz QCL: optimizing the active region design, improving the material
quality during growth, optimizing the fabrication process and improving the
thermal dissipation. [86] Increasing the active region thickness can also
considerably increase the power. Since the confinement factor is increased,
the waveguide losses are reduced, and more optical power is generated
inside the laser cavity. [90]
Two waveguides are used for THz QCLs, namely, the SISP waveguide and
the DM waveguide. SISP waveguide provides a higher output power
compared with DM waveguide. The active region is located between a metal
layer at the top and a semi-transparent highly-doped GaAs layer at the
bottom, in order to confine the optical mode within the active region. The
resulting surface plasmon modes extend into the substrate and therefore the
SISP waveguide suffers from poor optical confinement in the active region.
The facet reflectivity of the SISP waveguide, which is calculated from the
refractive index between the active region and air, is lower than in a DM
waveguide, enabling higher out-coupling of radiation. [90] For the DM
waveguide, the active region is located between a top and bottom metal
layer, and this provides high confinement of the optical mode within the
active region. However, the comparatively high facet reflectivity prevents the
efficient out-coupling of the generated optical power. [90]
There has been notable progress in the development of high power THz
QCLs. In 2006, 4.4 THz QCLs were demonstrated with 248 mW peak power
in pulsed mode, and 138 mW in continuous mode at heat-sink temperatures
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In 2007, 145 mW peak output power at 5 K was achieved from a DM
waveguide 4.1 THz QCL with an abutted silicon hyper-hemispherical lens,
by Lee et al. from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. [91][92] In 2013, a
3.9 THz QCL with SISP waveguide employing a stack of two symmetric
active regions was demonstrated by the Technical University of Vienna with
470 mW from a single facet (940 mW two-facet output power) in pulsed
mode. [90]
In this chapter, a new method (large area) for improving THz QCL power is
explained, and the factors that influence THz QCL power performance are
investigated. The simulation and experimental details are given and
analysed in order to optimize the output power. The highest ever reported
power (1 W) is demonstrated for a THz QCL (in pulsed mode, at a heat-sink
temperature of 10 K), and this result has also been presented in [53, 72-75].

4.2 Active region structure
The structure used in our high power demonstration is based on a BTC THz
QCL design with a single-quantum-well phonon extraction/injection stage.
More details can be found in [47].
This structure combines the advantages of both BTC and RP designs. The
lasing relies on a diagonal transition between a bound state and doublet of
states, that themselves are tunnel coupled to the upper state of a phonon
extraction stage. This structure has the advantage of a wide gain bandwidth,
and favourable high-temperature characteristics. [47] It is, therefore, a good
choice for demonstrating high output power.
The active region of the laser is composed of 180 repeat periods grown via
MBE in GaAs/AlGaAs material system. The computed band structure of
such a laser is shown in Fig. 4.1. The lasing occurs from level 4 to level 3
with a diagonal transition followed by scattering through minibands and LO
phonon extraction from level 2 to level 1.
The THz QCL structure consists of a three quantum well active region
followed by a one-well injector region in the Al0.16Ga0.84As/GaAs materials
system. The layer sequence of the structure starting from the injector barrier
is 52/103/17/107.5/36/88/39.5/172, where the thicknesses are in Å, the
Al0.16Ga0.84As barriers are in bold, and the Si-doped layer (3×10!"   𝑐𝑚!! ) is
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THz with the applied electric field of 7.6 KV/cm.

Figure 4.1 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared at T=10 K, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–
Poisson solver [1]. An electric field of 7.6 KV/cm is applied to align the
structure. The GaAs/Al0.16Ga0.84As layer sequence of one period of the
active layers starting from the injection barrier is: 52/103/17/107.5/36/88
/39.5/172, where the thicknesses are in Å, Al0.16Ga0.84As barriers are in
bold, and the underlined number correspond to a Si-doped layer with a
concentration of 3×10!"   cm!! .

4.3 Modelling and simulation
4.3.1 SISP waveguide simulation introduction
Both a gain medium and a resonator are required for a laser. The THz
radiation must be confined and the optical feedback is provided by the
resonator. The absorption loss should be kept to a minimum.
In order for lasing to occur, the total gain in the QCL structure must be larger
than the total losses, including the waveguide loss α! and the mirror loss
α! .  
The gain coefficient is determined by the following equation,
!

!"!!!

g =    τ∗ (1 − ! ! ) !!
!"

! !!"" !!

                                                                                        (4.1)  
  

Where 𝜏 ∗ is the normalized upper state life time, 𝜏!   is the lower level life-time,
𝜏!" is the intersubband optical-phonon-limited relaxation time, z is the optical
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wavelength in vacuum, 𝜖! is the vacuum dielectric constant, n!"" is
effective mode index of the waveguide, 𝑒 is the elementary charge, 𝐿  is
length of one period of the active region, and 𝛾 is the broadening of
optical transition. [37]

the
the
the
the

The threshold gain 𝑔!! is defined by
Γg !"      =   α! + α! ,

(4.2)

where Γ is the confinement factor of the mode in the active region. α! is the
waveguide loss, and α! is the mirror loss.
Therefore, when the gain is large enough to satisfy equation (4.1), lasing
occurs and the threshold current is defined as
J!" =

!! !!!
!Г

(4.3)	
  

The threshold current density will be larger due to the decrease of gain
coefficient, if other factors remain the same.
The waveguide loss 𝛼! is given by
𝛼! = 2𝛼

(4.4)

Where 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient and the mirror loss 𝛼!   can be
calculated from
!

𝛼! = ! ln 𝑅

(4.5)

where 𝐿 is the cavity length and 𝑅 is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the
semiconductor/air interface. The effect of mirror loss 𝛼! can be minimized
by using high-reflective mirrors or longer cavity lengths. Also, the longer the
cavity, the greater the waveguide absorption loss 𝛼! .
For a given gain coefficient, large 𝛤 and small 𝛼 are preferable in the
waveguide design in order to give a small threshold current density.
The effective mode index 𝑛 of the waveguide mode is determined by the
phase propagation constant 𝛽
!

𝑛=!

!

(4.6)

𝐸! 𝑥 can be plotted and therefore 𝛤 can be calculated by
𝛤=

!
!
! (!) !"
! !
!
!!
!! !! (!) !"

where 𝑑 is the width of the active region. [6]

(4.7)
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!

𝛼! = !! ln  (!

!
! !!

)

(4.8)

where L, R ! , and R ! are the cavity length, front facet reflectivity and back
facet reflectivity, respectively.
Therefore, the mirror loss of the laser will be decreased by increasing the
back facet reflectivity. This will lead to the decrease of threshold current
density, according to equation (4.3).

4.3.2 SISP waveguide simulation results
In order to demonstrate the advantages of using broader area THz QCLs,
the gold top waveguide with a modified hybrid THz QCL structure was
simulated [47]. The highly doped n+ GaAs layer (n = 3.5 × 1018 cm-3) with a
thickness of 600 nm is included in the simulation. Simulations were carried
out for the following set of laser ridge widths: 130 µm, 145 µm, 174 µm, 223
µm, 274 µm, 328 µm, 374 µm and 426 µm. All simulations use a (thinned)
substrate thickness of 180 µm.
For each set of simulations, the values for confinement factor Γ, waveguide
loss 𝛼! , and threshold gain were calculated, together with the mirror losses
for different laser cavity lengths. A facet reflectivity of 0.32 was used,
assuming:
𝑅!"!# = (𝑛!" − 1)! /(𝑛!" + 1)! ,

(4.9)

where 𝑛!" is the active region refractive index, representing the reflectivity
due to the refractive index difference between the laser and air.

Figure 4.2 Calculated mirror loss as a function of laser cavity length.
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calculated results show that the value of mirror loss decreases with cavity
length, which is expected from equation (4.5).
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Figure 4.3 (a) Schematics of the SISP waveguide (b) two-dimensional
electromagnetic mode calculations for the fundamental lateral modes
obtained using finite-element solver (COMSOL).

Fig. 4.3 shows the schematically the SISP waveguide, and a two dimensional
model of the mode distribution across the cross-section of a SISP waveguide
with a 11 µm thick active region, calculated using a finite element solver
(Comsol Multiphysics). From this, the confinement factor 𝛤 can be extracted.
In order to determine accurately the waveguide losses, one-dimensional
calculations based on transfer-matrix formalism were used for computing the
relative permittivity, conductivity and layer refractive indices.
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 show the effect of varying the laser ridge width on the
confinement factor and waveguide loss for two different active region doping
levels. As the waveguide width decreases, the confinement of the mode
degrades. The reason is that when the waveguide becomes narrow, the
modes are squeezed into the substrate, thus making the confinement factor
smaller. [83] This also leads to larger losses at the bottom doped contact.
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Figure 4.4 2D confinement factor as a function of ridge width for active
region doping levels of 3.5  ×  1016 cm-3, and 4  ×  1016 cm-3. The bottom
contact doping is 3.5  ×  1018 cm-3 and the laser cavity length was 1.5
mm.
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Figure 4.5 2D waveguide loss as a function of ridge width for active region
doping levels of 3.5  ×  1016 cm-3, and 4  ×  1016 cm-3. The bottom contact
doping is 3.5  ×  1018 cm-3 and the laser cavity length was 1.5 mm.

The waveguide loss thus increases as the laser ridge width decreases. The
confinement factor does not, however, change much with the active region
doping level, whilst the higher active region doping leads to a higher
waveguide loss, as would be expected. The resulting extracted threshold
gains are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Threshold gain for devices at different cavity lengths and ridge
widths.

Figure 4.6 2D simulation results of threshold gain as a function of laser
cavity length with ridge widths from 130 µm to 274 µm.

Fig. 4.6 is a summary of the threshold gain dependence on cavity length,
with g !! simulated for different laser ridge width. As the QCL cavity length
increases, the threshold gain decreases. For the same cavity length, the
threshold gain also decreases as the laser width is increased. Therefore, the
threshold current densities are expected to be lower for devices with wider
ridges or longer cavity lengths, as expected from equations (4.1) and (4.3).
In Fig. 4.7, simulation results of threshold gain are plotted as a function of
ridge width for different laser cavity lengths. The threshold gain decreases
with an increase of ridge width, as expected. For a 1 mm long laser, g !" is
decreased by 21% as the ridge width increases from 130 µm to 328 µm, and
decreased by 19.2% when the length is increased to 3 mm. However, there
was an sudden increase of the threshold gain for 328 µm-wide and 1.5 mm-

- 63 long device. This is possibly due to the imperfection of the cleaved facets
which increased the mirror loss.

Figure 4.7 Threshold gain as a function of laser ridge width for different
cavity lengths with a plasma doping level at 3.5 x 1018 cm-3.

4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Device Measurement
High power THz QCLs are demonstrated by fabricating broad area laser
ridges with SISP waveguide. Laser ridges ranged from 145 to 426 µm. The
devices were cleaved into 1 to 4.2 mm lengths and bonded epilayer-up onto
gold coated copper heat-sinks with indium solder. All testing was carried out
with a pulse width of 250 ns and a duty cycle of 2% (a repetition rate of 10
KHz). The optical output power from a single facet of the laser was
measured by a Thomas Keating (TK) calibrated absolute power meter
mounted directly in front of the cryostat window, without any correction for
the collection efficiency. Low temperature testing was carried out with a
liquid-helium-cooled cryostat with 1.5 mm-thick polyethylene windows, while
the separation between the laser facet and power meter was 3.5 cm.
Spectra were measured with a Bruker FTIR in rapid scan mode. [53]

4.4.2 Comparison between simulation and experimental results
Previous simulation results show that by using broader area SISP
waveguides and decreasing the mirror losses, higher output power can be
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compared with the simulation results.
In Fig. 4.8, two sets of results are given for lasers with 145 µm and 426 µm
ridge width. The threshold current densities are compared at heat-sink
temperature of 10 K. For both ridge widths, Jth decreases with the cavity
length, and generally, the threshold current densities of the lasers with 426
µm width are lower than with 145 µm width for the same cavity length, as
expected from the simulations (Fig. 4.7).

Figure 4.8 Threshold current density as a function of laser cavity length for
145 µm and 426 µm ridge widths, at a heat-sink temperature of 10 K.

Figure 4.9 Threshold current density as a function of laser cavity length at
different heat-sink temperatures.
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length for 145 µm lasers at heat-sink temperatures of 10 K, 30 K, 50 K, and
70 K. The cavity lengths are 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.8 mm, and 2.0 mm. For
lasers with the same cavity length, the threshold current density increases
with the heat-sink temperature, due to the in-plane scattering mechanism
and the intersubband scattering and consequently the decrease of upperstate life time. [93] The figure also shows that the threshold current density
decreases with the increase of cavity length due to the decrease of mirror
loss (equation (4.3) and(4.8)).
The above experimental results in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, agree with the
simulation results, see Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. The threshold current density
decreases with the increase of laser cavity length. In addition, lower
threshold current density is attained from lasers with wider laser ridge width.

4.4.3 Summary of results for different cavity lengths/widths

Table 4.2 Performance of THz QCLs with different ridge widths, for a device
Length of 1.5 mm.

Table 4.3 Performance of THz QCLs with different ridge widths for a device.
Length of 1 mm.

Initially, a standard processing technique was used, from which two sets of
devices were measured with a range of laser cavity lengths and widths. The
data of devices with 1.5 mm ridge length and five different ridge widths is
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devices were cleaved into a 1 mm length.

4.4.4 Facet coating and increasing of the device performance
To increase the output power, larger area ridges were fabricated. A power of
773 mW at 10 K was achieved with a 2% duty cycle from a 3 mm x 426 µm
ridge. The L-I-V and spectra of this device are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11,
respectively.

Figure 4.10 L–I–V curves of a high power THz QCL (426 µm x 3 mm) with a
hybrid THz QCL active region incorporating a single-quantum-well
phonon extraction/injection stage. Results were measured with a 2%
pulse duty cycle.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

Figure 4.11 Spectra recorded at 10 K with a 2% pulse duty cycle at different
biases for a THz QCL of dimensions 426 µm × 3 mm.
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of 393 A/cm2, and reached the peak output power 773 mW at the current
density of 673 A/cm2. The device lased at 3.2 THz near threshold, but
ranged from 3.2 to 3.4 THz under different bias, as expected from the design.
In order to increase the output power, a second run of fabrication was
undertaken in which a high reflection (HR) coating was applied to the back
facet of THz QCLs. HR coating increases reflectivity of the back facet, so the
mirror loss of the THz QCL decreases. Therefore, a smaller cavity length
can be used for the same mirror loss.
Devices were fabricated using a standard SISP QCL fabrication procedure,
and then back facet coated by electron beam evaporation with a high
reflection thin film, composed of SiO2(150 nm)/Ti(10 nm)/Au(150 nm)/
SiO2(200 nm).
Fig. 4.12 shows the pulsed mode (2% duty cycle) comparison between HR
coated and uncoated THz QCLs. Both devices came from the same SISP
processed THz QCL wafer, and had the same ridge width of 328 µm and the
same cavity length of 1.8 mm. Both devices worked up to 105 K. Further
comparisons are made and shown in Fig. 4.13, where V-J and output power
as a function of current density (P-J) are shown with and without facet
coating are compared at heat-sink temperature 10 K. The facet coated
device shows a 7% reduction in threshold current density from 438 to 407
A/cm2, and a 37% increase of peak output power from 280 to 380 mW.

(a)	
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Figure 4.12 L–I–V curves of THz QCLs (L=1.8 mm, W=328 µm) obtained
with a 2% pulse duty cycle at various heat-sink temperatures, (a) HR
coated (b) uncoated.
	
  

Figure 4.13 L-I-V characteristics comparison between facet coated and
uncoated QCL devices for a cavity length of 1.8 mm, and a ridge width
of 328 µm.

The threshold current density at different heat-sink temperatures are then
plotted in Fig. 4.14, from 10 K to 105 K. The threshold current density of the
HR coated device is lower than the uncoated device at all heat-sink
temperatures.
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Figure 4.14 Threshold current density comparison between facet coated
and uncoated devices as a function of temperature.

Fig. 4.15 then shows the variation of peak output power as a function of
heat-sink temperature for both THz QCLs with and without HR-coating. The
peak output power decreases with the increase of heat-sink temperature for
both devices. For all temperatures, the HR coated device gives a much
higher power compared with uncoated device. By normalizing the peak
power, it is seen that the peak output power of the HR coated device
decreases faster with an increase of heat-sink temperature than the
uncoated device. The possible reason is that the lower mirror loss in HR
coated device makes the temperature influences on output power more
obvious.

	
  (a)	
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Figure 4.15 Peak output power as a function of heat-sink temperature, (a)
measured power, (b) normalized power.

The peak output power of a THz QCL can be described by:
𝑃!"# =   𝜂𝑁!
!

!!

!!!

!

! !! !!!

(1 − ! ! )(𝐽!"# − 𝐽!! )𝑙𝑤
!"

(4.10)

!

where 𝛼!! = − !! ln  (𝑅! ), 𝛼!! = − !! ln  (𝑅! ), and
𝛼! = 𝛼!! + 𝛼!! is the mirror loss of both the front facet and back facet.
𝐽!"# =

!!!
!!!

is the current density when the lasing reaches its maximum power.

Therefore, according to equation (4.8) and (4.9), since the mirror loss of the
back facet is decreased by HR coating, the peak power increases.
To increase the output power further, the device dimensions were increased
to 4.2 mm x 426 µm). Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b) show the resulting performance,
in pulsed mode with a 2% duty cycle. The device operates up to 120 K with
a 1.01 Watt power is obtained at heat-sink temperature of 10 K, and a
dynamic range of 294 A/cm2. A peak power of 420 mW is obtained at 77 K,
with a dynamic range of 167 A/cm2.
The spectral properties are shown in Fig. 4.16 (b), as a function of bias. The
lasing frequency is between 3.3 THz to 3.5 THz. The spectra becomes wider
when the applied voltage increases from 13.54 V to 17.89 V, but becomes
narrower after 17.89 V when the lasing reaches the negative differential
resistance (NDR) region and the misalignment occurs.
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Figure 4.16 (a) L–I–V curves (b) spectra of THz QCLs (L = 4.2 mm, W = 426
µm) obtained with a 2% pulse duty cycle at various heat-sink
temperatures.

4.4.5 Threshold current density dependence on device area
The influence of device area on the threshold current density is analysed
below. Fig. 4.17 and 4.18 show the threshold current densities as a function
of heat-sink temperature for lasers with 426 µm and 145 µm ridge width and
different cavity lengths. The threshold current density increases with the
increase of heat-sink temperature, as explained in 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.17 Threshold current density as function of heat-sink temperature,
for a laser of width 426 µm, and ridge lengths of 1, 1.5, 3 mm.

Figure 4.18 Threshold current density as function of heat-sink temperature,
a laser width of 145 µm, and ridge lengths of 1, 1.5, 1.8, 2 mm.

For 1 mm, 1.5 mm, and 3 mm long devices with 426 µm ridge width, the
threshold current densities at 10 K are 478 A/cm2, 406 A/cm2 and 393 A/cm2,
respectively.
For a 145 µm ridge width, devices with 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.8 mm and 2 mm
cavity length are compared. Similarly, the threshold current density
increases with the lase cavity length. The threshold current densities at 10 K
are 504 A/cm2, 456 A/cm2, 451 A/cm2 and 429 A/cm2.

- 73 For both sets of results, the threshold current density shows relatively weak
temperature dependence initially. However, it changes abruptly after 50 K,
showing a much faster increase of the Jth.

Figure 4.19 Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink temperature
for 1.5 mm-long lasers with ridge widths of 145, 174, 223, 374 and 426
µm.

	
  	
  

	
  

Figure 4.20 L–I–V curves of three THz QCLs (L=1.5 mm, W=145, 223, 426
µm) obtained with a 2% pulse duty cycle at heat-sink temperature of 10
K.

Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 compare 1.5 mm lasers with three different ridge
widths. 1.5 mm long devices with 145 µm, 223 µm and 426 µm ridge width
are measured and the results compared in Fig. 4.19. It is observed that the
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of 10 K. The increase of the Jth can be observed, as expected in the
simulation (Fig. 4.7).

Figure 4.21 Threshold current density as a function of laser area.

Fig. 4.21 presents the threshold current density as a function of the device
area. It is shown that the threshold current density decreases with the
increase of device area, which agrees with the simulation and discussion in
4.3.2 (Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7).

Figure 4.22 Threshold current density as a function of inverse cavity length
for devices with 145 µm ridge width and different cavity lengths.
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for lasers with ridge width of 145 µm as a function of inverse cavity length.
The data sets are fitted with a linear correlation.
The linear trend can be used to estimate the waveguide loss according to
equation (4.3):
J!" =

!!
!Г

! !!"

−!

!Г

(4.11)

where L is the length of the laser ridge and R is the reflection coefficient of
!
the laser facets. A plot of J!" against ! yields gГ and α! from the gradient and
intercept of the linear fitting line.
α! is estimated and shown in Fig. 4.22. A net modal gain of 0.07 cm/A is
extracted from the plot, and the waveguide loss can be estimated as
25.6  cm!! .  

4.4.6 Output power dependence on device area
The influence of device area on output power was next investigated. Fig.
4.23 shows the dependence of the peak power on the ridge width of the
cleaved device.

Figure 4.23 Peak power as a function of device ridge width, for devices of
length 1 mm and 1.5 mm.

Two sets of devices, with 1.5 mm and 1 mm cavity lengths, were compared.
The peak output power increases linearly in power with the cavity width. The
longer device showed a higher increase in power with cavity width. For the 1
!
!!"#
mm device !"#
=
0.53.
For
the
1.5
mm
device,
= 0.98. This is because
!
!

- 76 the longer device gives a lower mirror loss, and therefore the heating is less
as a consequence of a lower threshold and maximum current for device
operation.

(a)	
  
	
  

(b)	
  

Figure 4.24 Peak power as a function of heat-sink temperature at different
ridge widths (a) cavity length=1.5 mm (b) cavity length=1 mm.

Also, Fig. 4.24 (a) and (b) then show the degradation of power with the
increase of heat-sink temperature for devices with 1.5 mm and 1 mm lengths
and various ridge widths. For the same heat-sink temperature, there is an
obvious decrease of peak power with the decrease of ridge width from 426
µm to 145 µm. It is observed that there is a big change of power between
223 µm and 374 µm. The difference between 223 µm and 374 µm is 151 µm,
much larger than the difference between 174 µm and 223 µm. For a device
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increase of the gain medium.
In Fig. 4.25, the power is shown to depend strongly on the laser length. For
the 2 mm device, the peak power at heat-sink temperature of 10 K was 480
mW. For 1 mm device, the peak power was only 113 mW.

Figure 4.25 Peak power as a function of heat-sink temperature for a cavity
width of 374 µm.

Figure 4.26 Peak power as a function of device area.

Fig. 4.26 summarizes the dependence of the peak power on the area of the
cleaved devices at the heat-sink temperature of 10 K. The blue data and
linear fitting line represent the result from devices without high reflection
coating, and the green data represents the result from HR coated devices.
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the device. The HR coated devices also show a higher rate of increase,
possibly due to the decrease of mirror loss and consequently the heating,
according to equations (4.3) and (4.5).

4.4.7 Maximum operating temperature dependence on device
area
The temperature dependence of the threshold current can be explained by
the exponential function as shown in equation (4.12),
!

𝐽!! = 𝐽! exp  (! )

(4.12)

!

where T is the heat-sink temperature and 𝑇! is the characteristic temperature
with a fitting parameter, 𝐽! .
The maximum operating temperature can be explained by
𝑇!"# = 𝑇! [ln

!!
!! !!! !!! !

− 1]

(4.13)

Therefore, for higher maximum operating temperature, lower 𝑅!! and   𝐽! are
required. There is also a strong dependence of 𝑇!"# on 𝑇! .

Figure 4.27 Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink temperature
for different laser cavity lengths, ridge width=145 µm.

Fig. 4.27 shows the exponential fitting curves for data shown in Fig. 4.18.
The data are obtained from devices with 145 µm ridge width, and with the
cavity lengths 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.8 mm and 2 mm. Based on equation (4.12),
the value of 𝑇! can be obtained from the experimental data to be 16 K, 26 K,
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respectively. It is observed that the maximum operating temperature
increases with the laser cavity length for 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.8 mm
devices, however, there is an exception for the 2.0 mm device which shows
decrease in 𝑇! as well as the Tmax. The possible reason for the 2.0 mm long
device having a lower Tmax can be the slight imperfection of the facet
cleaving, the possible defects on the device or other damages that could
happen during the processing and measurements.
Fig. 4.28 also shows that the maximum operating temperature increased
when 𝑇! has a larger value. The data has been extracted from Fig. 4.27.
Typically, for a 1.8 mm with 145 µm width laser, the 𝑇!"# was 109 K with 𝑇!
being 26.7 K. However, it is also not very clear that whether there is a strong
dependence of Tmax on the cavity length.

Figure 4.28 Maximum operating temperature and T0 as a function of laser
cavity length.

To investigate further the influence of the device on the maximum operating
temperature, more devices were measured and results analysed. Fig. 4.29
shows Tmax as a function of device area. All devices are measured in pulse
mode with 2% duty cycle. The data points represent the experimental data
while the blue and green lines represent the approximate linear fittings of the
data from uncoated and coated devices. It is observed that Tmax increases
with the device area for both HR coated and uncoated devices, generally.
However, more data for HR coated devices may give a clearer conclusion.
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Figure 4.29 Maximum operating temperature as a function of device area.

4.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the development and application of high power THz
QCLs, and presents two-dimensional simulation and experimental results on
high power THz QCLs. Experimental approaches for improving power
performance are discussed and the optimum laser parameters for fabrication
have been understood. Using a broad area device has been shown to
increase the output power significantly; a total peak power of 1.01 W was
achieved from a HR coated device with a ridge width of 426 µm and a cavity
length of 4.2 mm, which has been the highest power so far. This work has
been published in [53] [72-75].
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Optimization of BTC and hybrid THz QCLs
5.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the previous research on the improvement of THz QCL
performances and investigates the optimization on different BTC and hybrid
THz QCL structures. The experimental results of the influence of injector
doping level and the background impurity level are presented and analysed
theoretically. The pulsed operation as well as the CW operation are studied
and the analysis on the optimization of temperature performance is
illustrated.

5.1.1 Historical review
The losses in THz QCL devices arise from many factors including freecarrier absorption, impurity scattering, interface roughness, electron-electron
scattering, electron-phonon scattering, waveguide losses, and mirror losses.
[94] At the extremely low doping concentration in a THz QCL, the losses are
dominated by the gold layers in the waveguide and the thin n+ contact layers,
but not by the free-carrier absorption in the active region. [95] A higher
injector doping leads to a higher current to establish the field required for
operation of THz QCLs, which results in a higher threshold current, and free
carrier absorption becomes the main loss. [95] For longer wavelength, the
effect of free carrier absorption is more important.
The effect of doping concentration within the active region on laser
performance has been investigated for both THz QCLs and GaAs and InP
based QCLs emitting near 9 µm. [95-101] Most of the previous work reports
an increased dynamic range of QCLs with higher doping. For long
wavelength QCLs, the waveguide losses are mostly defined by free-carrier
absorption. These along with the effect of thermal backfilling define the
observed dependence of QCL performance on the injector doping level.
Although the optimized doping level is expected to depend on the actual
QCL design and the operation wavelength, injector doping dependence has
not been addressed in the case of short-wavelength QCLs, where the effect
of free-carrier absorption on the waveguide losses is small. [103] A broad
range of doping levels, 2.8 − 7.6×10!"   cm!! was studied by Ajili et al. in a
3.45 THz BTC active region. A linear dependence was observed between
threshold current density Jth and injector doping concentration. The
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frequency due to the active region design. [94] Liu et al. investigated doping
characteristics in a 3.2 THz LO-phonon QCL delta doped with a doping
gradient in the same sample between 6.0 − 6.9×10!"   cm!! .   The threshold
current density Jth showed an increasing, but nonlinear correlation with
doping density, as expected for free-carrier absorption. [94] It was also
reported that the reduced free-carrier absorption in the active region reduced
the waveguide losses. [94]
In this chapter, the doping effects on THz QCL performance are investigated
further. The influences of injector doping level and background doping level
during MBE growth are studied, based on THz QCLs with different active
region structures.

5.1.2 Fabrication and measurement
All THz QCL wafers were grown by MBE system on 2-inch SI DSP GaAs
substrates. All lasers were fabricated into SISP waveguide devices with 150
µm wide ridges. The laser ridges were defined by wet etching (H2SO4: H2O2:
H2O=1:8:40). The over-layer and backside of the laser were metalized by
Ti/Au. The final thickness of the whole device was 200 µm. Laser bars were
cleaved from the processed wafers and indium-soldered epilayer-up on Auplated copper blocks. The facets were left uncoated. After wire bonding, the
devices were mounted on a temperature-controlled cold finger of a cryostat.
Electrical and optical characteristics of the fabricated laser devices with
different injector doping levels were measured at cryogenic heat-sink
temperatures above 10 K.
The lasers were measured in both pulsed mode with a repetition rate of 10
KHz with duty cycle of 2% and CW mode at different temperatures. The
spectra were measured by FTIR.

5.2 Injector doping
5.2.1 Theoretical analysis
Incorporated impurities influence the electrical and optoelectronic properties
of devices. The injector doping level determines the number of available
carriers inside the active region, so it is a crucial factor for the QCL
performance. A large number of carriers in the upper laser state allow for a
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output power. Simultaneously, however, free-carrier absorption is increased,
which scales with n! . [95]
For a QCL, the total optical loss is α = α!! α! , where the mirror loss
is  α! = lnR/L, and the reflection index R is determined by the QCL structure
!"#$%&#
and the waveguide design. The waveguide loss is   α! = α!
+ Гα!"#
! ,
!"#$%&#
which contains the losses of the undoped waveguide structure α!
and
!"#
the calculated free carrier absorption Гα! . The dynamic range of the laser
is determined subsequently by the doping concentration. Precise judgement
of doping levels is essential. The performance of a QCL device results from
a compromise between the high output power and the small current
consumption necessary for continuous wave operation. [101]
Following reference [102], the expression for maximum current density Jmax
can be written as:
J!"# = n! e/τ

(5.1)

where n! is the sheet density of active region doping, e is the electron
charge and τ is the global transit time of the electron across one period of
the active region. [47]
Following Fig. 5.1, the normalized lifetime 𝜏 ∗ is determined by:
𝜏∗ =

!!

(5.2)

!

where 𝜏!   is the upper level life-time.
The gain coefficient is determined by the following equation,
!

!!"! !

𝑔 =    𝜏∗ (1 − ! ! ) !!
!"

! !!"" !𝛾
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Where   𝜏 ∗ is the normalized upper state lifetime, 𝜏!   is the lower level lifetime,
𝜏!" is the intersubband optical-phonon-limited relaxation time, z is the optical
matrix element between the upper and lower radiative states, 𝜆 is the
wavelength in vacuum, 𝜖! is the vacuum dielectric constant, n!"" is the
effective mode index of the waveguide, e is the elementary charge, 𝐿  is the
length of one period of the active region, and 𝛾 is the broadening of the
optical transition. [37]
An increase of the transit time τ will result in a decrease of effective upper
state lifetime 𝜏 ∗ , and accordingly a decrease in the gain coefficient 𝑔 of the
laser. Since QCLs work up to a temperature where 𝐽!! and 𝐽!"# become
equal [2], the decrease of gain coefficient 𝑔 will lead to the decrease of Tmax.
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5.2.2 Active regions
Injector doping influences on THz QCL performances have been studied on
different structures. Samples with identical growth parameters, but different
injector doping levels, were grown, fabricated and characterised. All wafers
were grown by MBE based on GaAs/AlGaAs material system with a
systematically varied active region doping levels.
The first active region structure is based on a BTC transition with a singlequantum-well phonon extraction/injection stage, with the emission frequency
at around 3.1 THz. [47]

	
  
Figure 5.1 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson
solver of one period of the BTC THz QCL structure, with a singlequantum-well phonon extraction/injection stage under an applied
electric field of 7.01 V. The layer sequence of one period of structure, in
nanometers, right to left and starting from the injection barrier is
5.5/11.0/1.8/11.5/3.8/9.4/4.2/18.4, where Al0.15Ga0.85As layers are in
bold, and the doped layer is underlined. [47]

As shown in the computed band structure in Fig. 5.1. The doping levels for
devices with this structure varied from 2×10!" to 6.76   ×10!" cm-3. The
reason for choosing this active region design is due to its exceptional
temperature performance, as well as a reasonably low threshold and high
output power, as explained in reference [47].
A 3.5 THz QCL structure was also studied. The active region is based on the
structure reported in [106] (Fig. 5.2), which is a traditional BTC structure. In
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the mini-gap, and a group of three states n=7, 6, and 5 in the lower miniband. Because of the diagonal feature of this laser transition, the total
oscillator strength of the radiative transition is significantly low.

Figure 5.2 Schematic conduction band diagram of one stage of the structure
under an average applied electric field of 2.55 KV/cm. The GaAs/
Al0.15Ga0.85As layer sequence of one period of active layers starting
from injector barrier is as follows: 3.5/9.0/0.6/16.3/0.9/16.0/1.0/13.8/1.2/
12.0/1.5/11.0/2.4/11.0/3.2/12.1. Thicknesses are in nanometres, GaAs
wells are in regular, Al0.15Ga0.85As barriers in bold, and the doped layer
is underlined, taken from Ref. [106].

Figure 5.3 Schematic conduction band diagram of two stages of the
structure under an applied electric field of 4.4 KV/cm. Layer sequence
in nm is as follows: 10.1/0.5/16.2/1/12.9/2/11.8/3/9.5/3/8.6/3/7.1/3/17/3
/14.5/4, (underlined layer is Si doped , figures in bold type are
Al0.15Ga0.85As layers), taken from Ref. [46].
Another hybrid design that has been studied is shown in Fig. 5.3. This
structure is based on a nine-well design, forming a cascade of alternating
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emitting at 3.1 THz. [46]

5.2.3 Hybrid structure
L916 is a typical wafer of the 3.1 THz hybrid structure (Fig. 5.1) [47] doped
at 4  ×10!"   cm-3. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the temperature-dependent light as a
function of current density of a device with 3 mm length and 150 µm width,
measured in pulsed mode.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 5.4 Results of L916 with 3 mm length and 150 µm width measured
with 2% duty cycle (a) L-I-V characteristics (b) threshold current density
as a function of heat-sink temperature (c) spectral characteristic at
heat-sink temperature of 10 K.

The laser starts lasing at a threshold current density of 320 A/cm2, and a
voltage of 8.4 V. The dynamic range is 115 A/cm2.The maximum operating
temperature is 96 K. Moreover, the device emitted a peak power of 59 mW
at the heat-sink temperature of 10 K (Fig. 5.4 (a)). The threshold current
density and heat sink temperature have an exponential dependence, as
shown in Fig. 5.4 (b). The spectral characteristic of L916 was measured as a
function of voltage, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (c). The lasing frequency is between
3.07 THz to 3.25 THz. A peak frequency is located at 3.10 THz, which is in a
good agreement with that reported in reference [47]. Both single-mode and
multi-mode lasing were observed from different devices. Also, the lasing
modes changed from single mode to multi-mode with the increase of the
applied voltage.
Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the threshold current density as a function of the heat-sink
temperature for a group of devices with varied injector doping levels. The
device with the lowest injector doping level shows the lowest threshold
current density, while Jth is the highest for the device with the highest doping
level. For each device, Jth increases exponentially with heat-sink
temperature. Following the discussion in 5.2.1 and equation (4.3),
theoretically, the increased injector doping level leads to an increase in the
waveguide loss from free carrier absorption Гα!"#
! , and consequently Jth.
Fig. 5.5 (b) shows the threshold current density Jth and the maximum current
density Jmax defined as the current density where the optical power shows a
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of 10 K. Both Jth and Jmax increase almost linearly with the injector doping
level. As such, the dynamic range of the laser increases with doping
concentration. No saturation of Jth and Jmax has been observed within the
studied doping range between 2×10!" to   6.76×10!" cm-3. However, if the
injector doping level increases further, saturation would occur due to the
increase of waveguide loss and heating.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 (a) Current density as function of heat-sink temperature for
devices with different injector doping levels. (b) Current density as a
function of doping level, blue symbols represent maximum current
density, pink symbols represent threshold current density. The lines are
linear fits to the data.
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L946 and L971) with the same doping level but different Jth, due to the
growth parameter variation in different growth runs. Overall, Fig. 5.5 (a) and
(b) show that the injector doping level affects both Jth and Jmax. An optimum
injector doping level needs to be considered to minimize the lasing threshold
while maximize the dynamic range and operating temperature.

5.2.4 Other BTC designs
In order to demonstrate the influence of injector doping on laser performance
of different THz QCL structures, other THz QCL structures were studied.
Similar results of the influence of injector doping were obtained.

Table 5.1 Details of 3.5 THz BTC QCL devices (L1152 and L1171).

Results from wafer L1152 and L1171 with the same BTC structure (Fig. 5.2)
[106] are shown in Table 5.1. The doping level for wafer L1171 has been
increased by 17.6% compared with L1152, resulting in an increase in the
threshold current density of 46.1% for 3 mm devices. The peak power
increased by 55.4% for 3 mm devices and 450% for 1 mm device. More
comparisons are shown in Fig. 5.6 (a) and Fig. 5.6 (b) for these wafers,
L1152 and L1171. Both Jth and Jmax increase with injector doping level at
different heat-sink temperatures (Fig. 5.6 (a)), and the dynamic range has
been improved for L1171 (Fig. 5.6 (b)). In Fig. 5.6 (b), the NDR region
occurs at a similar voltage in these wafers, but at different current densities,
depending on doping.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6 (a) Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink
temperature for 3 mm L1152 and L1171. (b) L-I-V characteristics at
heat-sink temperature of 10 K for 3 mm L1152 and L1171. Devices are
measured in pulsed mode. Devices were measured in pulsed mode
with 2% duty cycle.

Table 5.2 Details of 3.1 THz QCL devices (L1153 and L1154).

Table 5.2 shows details of wafer L1153 and L1154 with a 9 wells hybrid
structure and the designed emission frequency at 3.1 THz [46]. The

- 92 schematic band diagram was shown in Fig. 5.3. This structure was designed
by Wienold et al. based on LO-phonon-assisted interminiband transitions.
[46]
Comparing the pulsed mode measurement results, similar to previous
structures, threshold current density increases with the injector doping level
for both 1 mm and 3 mm devices (wafer L1153 and L1154), according to Fig.
5.7 (a) and (b). In Fig. 5.7 (c), the L-I-V characteristics of 3 mm L1153 and
L1154 are compared. The dynamic range (Jmax - Jth) of L1153 is 280 A/cm2,
while (Jmax - Jth) of L1154 is 225 A/cm2. The dynamic range was also
improved in L1153. Furthermore, comparing Jth between 1 mm and 3 mm
devices, for both L1153 and L1154 wafers, as shown in Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b),
1 mm devices have higher Jth as expected. This agrees with equation (4.3)
and (4.5) in 4.3.1. The mirror loss increases with the decrease of laser cavity
length, thus leading to an increase in Jth.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 5.7 (a) Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink
temperature for 1 mm L1153 and L1154, (a) threshold current density
as a function of heat-sink temperature for 3 mm L1153 and L1154, (b)
Length=3 mm, (c) L-I-V characteristics at heat-sink temperature of 10 K
for 3 mm L1153 and L1154. Devices are measured in pulsed mode.
Devices were measured in pulsed mode with 2% duty cycle.

5.2.5 CW operation
To study further the injector doping influences on THz QCL device
performances, the CW mode operation was also investigated with L1153
and L1154. The heat dissipation needs to be minimized in order to achieve
CW operation at cryogenic temperatures with reasonable costs. Therefore,
this structure with low threshold current densities and operating voltages are
desirable. [46]
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Figure 5.8 CW results of L1153 and L1154 devices, with length=3 mm and,
width=150 µm, (a) spectra of L1153 (b) spectra of L1154 (c) L-I-V
characteristics of L1153 (d) L-I-V characteristics of L1154.

The L-I-V and spectral characteristics of L1153 and L1154 under CW mode
operation are shown in Fig. 5.8. As shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) and (b), lasing
emissions are observed between 2.8 to 2.95 THz for 3 mm-long device from
wafer L1153, and 2.85 to 2.95 THz for 3 mm-long device from wafer L1154.
The central lasing frequency for both devices is at 2.9 THz. Blue shift of the
spectra was observed while increasing the current density owing to the Stark
effect.
The L-I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.8 (c) and (d). The 3 mm-long
L1153 device operated up to 47 K with a peak power of 16 mW at the heatsink temperature of 30 K. For 3 mm L1154 device, the maximum operating
temperature is 35 K with a peak power of 9 mW at 10 K. The heat
dissipation was improved by thinning the substrates to 170 µm. Since the
injector doping of L1154 is 29.2% lower than L1153, the lasing threshold of
L1154 decreased by 9.7% in pulsed mode (Fig. 5.7 (a)) for 1 mm devices,
and 18.8% for 3 mm devices (Fig. 5.7 (b)), at heat-sink temperature of 10 K.
Whilst in CW mode, at heat-sink temperature of 30 K, the threshold
decreased by 12.1% for 1 mm devices (Fig. 5.9 (a)) and 8.1% for 3 mm
devices (Fig. 5.9 (b)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9 Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink temperature
for L1153 and L1154 devices under CW mode, (a) length=1 mm,
width=150 µm (b) length=3 mm, width=150 µm.

In CW operation mode, the active region temperature is much higher
compared with pulsed mode due to the continuous current flowing through
the device. Following equation 𝐽!! = 𝐽! exp  (𝑇!"# /𝑇! ), where 𝑇!"# is the active
region temperature. 𝐽!! increases with 𝑇!"# exponentially. Therefore, 𝐽!! in
CW mode is higher than in pulsed mode. Comparing the results between
CW and pulsed measurements, the improvements in threshold are different.
For 3 mm-long devices from wafer L1153 and L1154, there is a 20%
decrease in Jth in pulsed mode, and a 8.1% decrease in CW mode, due to
the heating in CW mode.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10 Comparison of threshold current density between pulsed and
CW results at different heat-sink temperatures, (a) L1153, width=150
µm (b) L1154, width=150 µm.

Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b) summarize results between pulsed and CW
measurements for 1 mm-long and 3 mm-long devices from wafers L1153
and L1154. As can be seen, the threshold current density of devices
operating in CW mode is higher than the pulsed mode (2% duty cycle). It is
observed that both L1153 and L1154 show higher threshold current
densities under CW mode compared with the pulsed mode, at the same
heat-sink temperatures.
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5.2.6 Temperature performance
The performance of our recently-grown hybrid samples [47] (Fig. 5.1) has
been analysed further by looking at the influence of doping on the operating
temperature.
The devices are from wafer L946, L989, L903, L916 and L902, with injector
doping level from 2  ×10!"   𝑐𝑚!! to 6.76  ×10!"   𝑐𝑚!! . The doping level of each
wafer is shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Hybrid THz QCL wafers with different injector doping levels.

Assuming an exponential variation of the threshold current density with heatsink temperature, as defined in Equation (4.12), the characteristic
temperature T! was extrapolated. As shown in Fig. 5.11 (a), the value of T!
is not dependent on the doping concentration consistently. If the electron
backfilling is not negligible, since electrons in the upper subband acquire
sufficient energy for emitting an LO-phonon and relaxing to the lower state,
!!
the upper state lifetime 𝜏!" decreases exponentially based on   𝜏!"
∝
exp  [−(𝐸!" − ℎ𝜈)/𝑘! 𝑇! ], where ℎ𝜈 is the terahertz photon energy, and 𝑘! is
the Boltzmann constant. Therefore, following equation (4.3) and (5.3), the
gain coefficient decreases and consequently 𝐽!! increases. It is implied that
electron backfilling of the lower lasing state can be neglected. [83][101]
Fig. 5.11 (b) shows the maximum operating temperature as a function of
injector doping level. There is no clear trend between the maximum
operating temperature and injector doping level, although the results suggest
that samples with a higher doping level have a higher maximum operating
temperature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 (a) Maximum operating temperature as a function of injector
doping level, (b) T! as a function of injector doping level.

The transit time of devices from (L773, L836, L857, and L866) are compared.
All samples have the same hybrid active region structure [47]. The sheet
carrier density in the active region of each wafer is shown in Table 5.4. The
threshold and maximum current density as a function of the sheet carrier
density is shown in Fig. 5.12. The data were measured at the heat-sink
temperature of 78 K.
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Table 5.4 Hybrid THz QCL wafers with different sheet carrier densities.

Figure 5.12 Threshold current density (Jth) and the maximum current density
(Jmax) at 78 K as a function of sheet carrier density of the active region.
Samples were grown in Leeds and DM devices measured by E.
Strupiechonski, Y. Halioua, G. Xu, R. Colombelli et al. in Universite
Paris-sud 11.

Following Fig. 5.12 and equation (5.1), the obtained transit time in one
period of the active region is 31.5 ps, 27.8 ps and 27.5 ps (device L836,
L857, L866) as shown in Fig. 5.13. The value of τ is larger than the
reference [47] which is 19 ps. Therefore, since the larger transit time will
result in more scattering, device performance of the device deteriorates. This
can be a possible reason why the maximum operating temperature is lower
than the reported result [47].
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Figure 5.13 Transit time as a function of sheet carrier density.

5.3 Background doping
To improve sample quality by MBE growth, the background impurity level
needs to be reduced. Several mobility-limiting impurities found in MBEgrown GaAs and AlGaAs have been identified, including carbon, oxygen,
sulphur and silicon. [104] Charged impurities in the GaAs lattice are
significant sources of mobility-limiting scattering. [104] Unintentional charged
impurities can come from a number of sources, including the background
vacuum, hot metal surfaces within the growth chamber, the starting GaAs
substrate, and the starting elemental materials used for semiconductor
growth. [104] For THz QCL devices, it has been argued previously that the
level of impurities will influence the scattering and unintentional tunnelling
within the device, as well as affecting the lifetimes of the laser levels and the
electron injection efficiency [105]. It is not easy to evaluate quantitatively the
microscopic mechanism occurring in THz QCLs, especially the influence of
lifetimes on the lasing. However, the global transit time of the electron
across a period of the active region at resonance can be experimentally
determined from Jmax. [47, 93] Therefore, in addition to calibrating the precise
thicknesses or compositions of the layers during THz QCL growth, and
achieving growth reproducibility, it is also essential that materials grown be
of the highest quality, with low levels of background impurities.
In our work, unintentionally doped bulk GaAs layers were used as a
technique for assessing the background quality of the MBE system. Typically,
a 15 µm-thick unintentionally doped GaAs layer is grown on a 2-inch SI

- 101 GaAs substrate, and the background doping level is measured by VDP Hall
method, which has been explained in Chapter 2 (2.4.1).
In contrast, Beere et al. have used the <4 K mobility of high electron mobility
transistors as a gauge to evaluate the material quality, and have correlated
this with the QCL device performance [105], observing that the higher the
electron mobility, the better the performance. This technique does, however,
require access to low temperature characterisation equipment, and the low
temperature performance of HEMTs is itself strongly dependent both on the
device structure and growth conditions. Whether this, or the more
straightforward assessment of bulk GaAs, is the better way for setting up an
MBE system for QCL growth remains to be determined, but it is clear that
some technique is needed to maximize the yield of high-performance QCL
wafers. [107]
Fig. 5.14 (a) and (b) show the dependency of output power and Jmax on the
injector doping level, with data reported from two sets of samples grown with
different Ga cells (Ga1 and Ga2). The structure of all samples in Fig. 5.14 is
the hybrid THz QCL design [47] (Fig. 5.1). The devices are measured in
pulsed mode with 2% duty cycle. For both sets of samples, the device
optical output power and Jmax scales almost linearly with the increase of
injector doping level (Fig. 5.14 (a)), similar to the trends observed in section
5.2.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5.14 Variation of (a) peak output power and (b) Jmax with injector
doping level. The active region is based on hybrid design in [47]. Two
Ga cells (Ga1, Ga2) were used for these growths. Ga1 had high purity,
Ga2 was known to be contaminated and hence the GaAs was
compensated and of low quality. The total unintentional doping from
both cells was, however, <2 x 1014 cm–3, – rather less than the intended
injection level doping levels.

There is, however, a marked difference between the performance of THz
QCLs grown with Ga1 and Ga2, and this arises from the quality of material
produced by the two cells. Ga1 produced high quality material, with low
background impurity levels, whilst Ga2 was known to be contaminated,
growing highly compensated material. For samples grown with Ga2, there
was only a small increase in output power with active region doping, such
that with ns of ~1.1 × 1011 cm-2, the output power was only ~60 mW. On the
other hand, for samples grown with Ga1, even with ns ~ 5×1010 cm-2, output
powers of up to 180 mW could easily be achieved. This trend was not only
observed for this hybrid design, but also all other QCL active region designs
investigated.
The dynamic range is much narrower for laser grown with a higher
background doping level, as shown in Fig. 5.15, comparing two lasers with
the same resonant-phonon design [20]. Fig. 5.16 shows the peak output
power of the lasers grown at different background doping levels, and at
different heat-sink temperatures. For each measured heat-sink temperature,
the peak output power for higher background is lower. Moreover, the
maximum operating temperature is higher for the wafer grown at lower

- 103 background doping level. The above results suggest that the background
doping does significantly affect the temperature performance of THz QCLs.
In order to achieve better THz QCL performance, therefore the background
doping level in a MBE system is required to be minimized.

Figure 5.15 L-I-V characteristic at the heat-sink temperature of 10 K for two
lasers grown at different background doping levels.

Figure 5.16 Peak power as a function of heat-sink temperature under two
background doping levels: 1×10!"   cm!! , and 2×10!"   cm!! .
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5.4 Summary
Various factors that influence THz QCL performance have been discussed in
this chapter. The injector doping concentration of THz-QCLs with different
active regions has been varied in order to study doping effects. The Jth and
Jmax scale linearly with the doping concentration since a THz QCL needs a
certain field for lasing. If the doping is higher also the current has to be
higher to establish that field. The output power increases monotonically with
doping. [95]
Experimental results show that in order to achieve better output power and
higher maximum operating temperature, better material quality is required
during the wafer growth, and the optimum injector doping level should be
considered for obtaining lower threshold current density and larger dynamic
range.
Other important performance characteristics, such as peak optical output
power and maximum operating temperature, can be improved by optimizing
injector doping level, lowering background impurity level during MBE growth.
This work has also been published in [75] and [79].
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Chapter 6
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THz QCLs on misorientated substrates
6.1 Historical review on misorientation
6.1.1 Interface roughness
It has been reported that the structural integrity of the (100) GaAs wafer
influences the electrical and optical properties of semiconductor devices
grown on this surface. [108] For example, a rough surface degrades the
mobility of two-dimensional electron gases, the luminescence line-widths of
AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs QWs, and the peak current densities of resonant
tunnelling diodes, as well as increasing the optical scattering losses of QW
laser diodes. [55]
The mechanisms and possible reasons of interface roughness have been
researched by different groups. The surface morphology is closely related to
the substrate orientation, film thickness, film composition, dopant type and
doping concentration. The dopant diffusion in a heavily doped GaAs layer
may lead to the degradation of the morphology of the epitaxial layers. [109]
For AlGaAs/GaAs hetero-structures, the presence of background impurities
on the growth surface can reduce the surface diffusion length of gallium and
aluminium, and also some impurities, such as C, can disrupt lateral atomic
propagation on the surface, thereby resulting in increased interface and
surface roughness. [110] The quality of AlGaAs can strongly influence the
AlGaAs/GaAs interface properties, since the surface migration rate of Al is
low and the segregation rate of impurities is high in AlGaAs. [110] The
surface becomes rougher with the increase of Al composition in an AlxGa1xAs layer, especially for x=15%–45% [109]. The increase of oxygen
incorporation into a GaAs layer may also reduce the surface smoothness of
a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. [3] The growth temperature is also a critical
factor. When the substrate is grown between 630~690 °C, As deficiencies
can occur at the sample surface, due to inefficient cracking of As4 into As2,
and produce a rough surface. For growth rates of 1-2 µm/hour at a growth
temperature below ≈ 700 °C, the low-surface mobility of Al atoms is the
cause of the roughness. [108]
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6.1.2 Effects of misorientation
There are many ways to improve the interface properties in an AlAs/GaAs
material system. Examples are using purer sources [110], growing QW SPLs
on top of AlGaAs to trap the impurities [108], adding GaAs layers regularly in
AlAs and misorientating the substrate toward (111) A. [110] One of the
disadvantages of growing GaAs/AlGaAs layers on the (100) substrate is the
rippled surface morphology. [55] It has been demonstrated by many
researchers that misorientation of (100) GaAs can improve the interface
morphology during MBE growth. The reason is that the orientation of the
substrate strongly affects the incorporation of impurities and deep levels in
the epilayer. It has also been shown that the misorientation approach can
reduce the impurity incorporation rate. [110-111] This is possibly due to the
reduction of kink density from the edges of terraces when the substrate is
misorientated. It can be more difficult for impurities to settle on the surface,
and so the surfaces are of higher purity compared with (100) GaAs wafers.
[55][112] It has also been found that the direction of the misorientation
influences both the static and dynamic nature of the surface steps, due to
the alteration of the growth mechanisms. Since the GaAs quality is improved
from the misorientation, the 2DEG transport properties can be improved in
modulation-doped QW structures. [111]
Previous papers have suggested different angles that produce the best
device performance. For example, the optimum misorientation angle of 4°
towards (111) A was observed during a mobility study of the 2DEG in
modulation-doped structures. However, the smoothest morphology has been
reported to be 6° off (100) towards (111) A. The background impurity
incorporation rate was reported to be reduced by misorientating substrates
of 3−4° toward the (111) A surface. [55] It was also suggested that the
optimum substrate misorientation angle might depend on different growth
conditions. [111]

6.1.3 Chapter outline
Based on previous research, in which the wafer surface condition changes
with misorientation angles, it is highly possible that the performance of THz
QCL lasers can be improved by misorientating GaAs wafers with critical
angles, and using them as the substrates for THz QCLs. In this chapter, the
effects of misorientation on THz QCLs are studied experimentally. Two QCL
active regions, a BTC and a hybrid structure which are illustrated in 6.3 and
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caused by any variation in the active region structure. Devices with different
lengths are measured and compared. The investigated properties include
maximum operating temperature, threshold current density, dynamic range,
and peak optical power.

6.2 Misorientation and growth mechanism
6.2.1 Introduction
The orientation of a crystallite is determined by a transformation from one
reference frame to the local reference frame of the lattice. Misorientation is
the shift from one local crystal frame to a different frame. It is defined as the
difference in crystallographic orientation between two crystallites in a polycrystalline material. The schematic diagram of the misorientation is shown in
Fig. 6.1, where there is a 4° misorientation from the nominal plane. [113]

Figure 6.1 A schematic diagram of misorientation. [113]

The growth mechanism involved in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure growth is
called ‘step–flow growth’. The step–flow growth mode comprises a flux of
atoms impinging on the substrate surface, followed by the chemisorption and
diffusion of the atoms across terraces on the surface. When a step is
reached during the growth, some atoms can be desorbed back into the gas
phase. Growth proceeds monolayer by monolayer and all steps flow across
the surface while in steady state. [114] A simplified step-flow diagram is
given in Fig. 6.2, showing a perfectly ordered surface with the steps straight
and equally spaced. The common stepped surfaces include a meander
formed by individual steps, and step bunches separated by large terraces.
[114]
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Figure 6.2 A schematic diagram of step-flow growth.

In the case of a THz QCL wafer, thousands of layers are grown during the
entire growth process. The interface quality becomes very critical and
strongly depends on the steps. In order to achieve better interface quality,
step density can be an important factor. This effect decreases as material
purity increases. Surface morphology can be improved since the terraces
suppress the nucleation of islands in favour of step propagation. Step edges
with exposed gallium atoms suppress the incorporation of lattice defects,
resulting in straight terraces. [55]

Figure 6.3 Episide view of a 2-inch GaAs wafer.

In order to study the influence of misorientation angle on the performance of
THz QCLs, samples were grown by MBE on various GaAs substrates, i. e.
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The growth procedure followed the general THz QCL growth methodology
as explained in Chapter 2. The growth temperature was 585 °C and was
monitored by pyrometric detector. Each wafer was cleaved into quarters
from a 2-inch standard-sized wafer and a quarter wafer of each was
mounted on the same substrate holder, in order to keep the film thickness,
film composition, doping concentration and background impurity level the
same. Fig. 6.3 shows a schematic diagram of a 2-inch GaAs wafer from
epilayer side. The shadowed area shows a quarter wafer being cleaved.

6.2.2 Surface morphology
In order to distinguish the surface properties of the misorientated samples,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used and the roughness of wafer L903
(itself comprising the four quarter wafers each with a different misorientation
angle) was measured at a high resolution. AFM is commonly used to identify
atoms on a sample surface and evaluate any interaction between atoms.
The difference of sample surface quality is shown in Fig. 6.4. The surface
roughness improves upon increasing the misorientation angle. It is observed
that the 0° surface is rough and there is an improvement in the sample
misorientated by 2°. For 4° and 6° samples, the surface smoothness has
been improved further, with 6° having the best surface quality. It is also
apparent that the optimization range is narrow among 2°, 4° and 6° samples.

Figure 6.4 Surface profile image measured by AFM on L903 wafers with 0°,
2°, 4°, and 6° misorientation angles.

- 111 Fig. 6.5 presents the root mean square (rms) roughness as a function of the
misorientation angle. The rms roughness of the THz QCL wafers grown on
0°, 2°, 4° and 6° misoriented GaAs substrates is about 1.8, 0.25, 0.2, and
0.15 Å, respectively. The rms roughness decreases with the increase of the
misorientation angle, and there is an abrupt decrease from 0° to 2°, with the
decrease rate becoming relatively mild after 2°, indicating that the difference
of surface morphology is greatly affected by the misorientation compared
with the (100) surface, while the differences between misorientated
substrates are not distinct.

Figure 6.5 Rms roughness as a function of misorientation angle.

Figure 6.6 The improvement of surface roughness as a function of
misorientation angle.
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the 2° sample, by 88.9% for the 4° sample, and by 91.7% for the 6° sample,
as shown in Fig. 6.6. For misorientation angles from 2° to 6°, there is an
approximate linear correlation between the improvement of surface
roughness and the increase of misorientation angle.
According to these AFM results, THz QCL wafers grown on misorientated
GaAs substrates show much better surface quality, which is in accordance
with previous research.

6.3 BTC QCLs on misorientated substrates
6.3.1 Active region structure
The properties of a BTC THz QCL structure grown on misorientated
substrates were studied on the L904 wafer set. The QCL active region
structure has a nine-well design as shown in the schematic diagram Fig. 6.7
[40].

Figure 6.7 Conduction-band diagram and electron subband wave functions
squared, calculated self-consistently using Schrödinger–Poisson solver
[1] of BTC structure of L904.

The layer thicknesses are given in nanometers with GaAs wells in standard
type and Al0.15Ga0.85 As barriers in bold. Underlined layers are doped at
1.6×10!"   cm!! . Layer thicknesses are as follows:
3.5/15.0/0.55/9.6/0.55/16.9/1.4/13.7/1.7/13.1/1.9/12.8/1.9/12.2/2.5/12.1/3.2/1
2.4. This BTC structure has a longer period, but fewer repeats, compared
with other BTC QCLs, thus reducing the electric field required for operation,

- 113 and consequently reducing the heating as well as the operating voltage.
[40][115]

6.3.2 Results and analysis
Four groups of samples from structure L904, with 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm
and 3 mm laser ridge lengths and all of 230 µm width, were fabricated at the
same time. All devices were fabricated into SISP waveguide THz QCL lasers.
In each group, four devices were grown with misorientation angles 0°, 2°, 4°,
and 6° toward (111). Table 6.1 lists the main results collected from structure
L904, including output power, threshold current density and maximum
operating temperature. The measurements were taken using pulsed mode
operation with 2% duty cycle.

Table 6.1 Measurement details of structure L904 on different misorientated
substrates.

According to the comparison between the four different angles for the 3 mm,
2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1.5 mm-long lasers, the 4° devices always show higher
Tmax compared with lasers having other misorientation angles. Fig. 6.8 also
shows that the increase of Tmax is more obvious for the 3 mm-long device.
The possible reason is that since mirror loss decreases due to the increase
of laser cavity length, and consequently the effect of misorientation on the
device performance becomes more obvious. Although 4° lasers operate at a
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having other misorientation angles. In addition, it is observed that the
maximum operating temperature increases with misorientation angle from 0°
to 4°, but drops to a lower level at 6°. However, between 0° and 6°, there is
no clear conclusion on which has a consistently lower Tmax. Therefore, the
results suggest that the 4° sample has a slightly higher operating temperature
for this structure.

Figure 6.8 Maximum operating temperature as a function of misorientation
angle for L904.

Figure 6.9 Threshold current density at 10 K as a function of misorientation
angle.

Considering the threshold current density, the 2° lasers show the lowest Jth,
whilst the 6° lasers have the highest Jth, as shown in Fig. 6.9. Jth decreases
from 0° to 2° and then increases from 2° to 6°, for both the 1.5 and 3 mm

- 115 lasers. However, in the cases of the 2 and 2.5 mm lasers, the 6° laser with 2
mm length shows a lower threshold compared with the 4° sample, while the
0° laser with 2.5 mm length operates at a slightly higher threshold than the
2°. These observations suggest a possible improvement in Jth in the samples
with 2° misorientation angle, while the other three angles show a variety of
possibilities without a clear trend.

Figure 6.10 Peak power at heat-sink temperature of 10 K as a function of
misorientation angle for wafer L904.

The power performances of devices with 0°, 2°, 4°, and 6° misorientation
angles are also compared. In Fig. 6.10, the power has been measured at a
heat-sink temperature of 10 K. However, no clear correlation can be
attributed since the power does not vary with the misorientation angle in a
consistent way for devices with different lengths.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 6.11 Spectral characteristics of L904 (a) 0° off, 1.5 mm (b) 2° off, 1.5
mm (c) 4° off, 2 mm (d) 6° off, 2 mm.

Spectral properties are presented in Fig. 6.11. The spectra are collected by
FTIR measurement at different applied biases at a heat-sink temperature of
10 K. Fig. 6.11 (a) and (b) present the spectra from the 1.5-mm-long-L904
wafers with misorientation angles of 0° and 2°, respectively, while Fig. 6.11
(c) and (d) show the spectra of 2-mm-long L904 wafers with angles 4° and
6°, respectively. The central emission frequencies for all devices are
between 2.65 to 2.7 THz. Some variations in single-mode and multi-mode
features are observed. For example, the 2° laser shows a more obvious
multi-mode feature, while the 0° and 4° lasers are single-mode devices.
However, this difference is not necessarily related to the misorientation
angles.
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(c)

Figure 6.12 Current density as a function of heat-sink temperature for L904
for (a) 1.5 mm, (b) 2 mm, and (c) 3 mm-long devices.

Fig. 6.12 shows the threshold current density as a function of heat-sink
temperature, with 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm devices from structure L904
being compared. The current density increases exponentially with heat-sink
temperature for all misorientation angles. For all three different lengths, the 2°
devices show a consistent lowest current density at each heat-sink
temperature. In Fig. 6.12 (a), for the 1.5-mm-long devices, the 0° laser showed
much higher current densities than for the other angles.
From the above results on the BTC structure L904, Tmax and Jth show some
consistent relationship on the misorientation angle of THz QCL wafers,
although some differences in performances are observed. The 4° might have
a slight advantage on temperature performance and the 2° shows a lower
threshold in most cases. The power performance does not clearly relate to
the angle. However, further experiments on BTC structures will be required
before a convincing conclusion can be reached.

6.4 Hybrid THz QCLs on misorientated substrates
Based on the initial results from the BTC structure discussed above, a hybrid
QCL structure was next studied in order to attempt to understand more
clearly the misorientation effects on THz QCLs. The hybrid active region was
explained in Chapters 2 and 4, and combines two fundamental designs, BTC
and RP [47]. The designed frequency used here was around 3.1 THz.

- 118 Three series of wafers were grown, L903, L989 and L991, and devices
fabricated into SISP waveguides. Comparisons were made between devices
with identical growth and fabrication parameters although with different wafer
orientations.
L903 samples were grown on four quarter wafers with mis-orientation
degrees 0°, 2°, 4° and 6°. L989 and L991 were grown on two half wafers
with different misorientation angles, with the same hybrid structure as L903.
The data from L989 is presented in Table 6.2. 2-mm and 3-mm-long devices
were characterised.

Table 6.2 Details of 2-mm long and 3-mm long L989 devices.

6.4.1 Spectral property
Fig. 6.13 (a) and (b) show the spectral properties of two 2 mm-long lasers
from L989 with 0° and 4° misorientation angles. Both lasers emit at 3.1~3.25
THz and both show multi-mode spectral properties. Fig. 6.14 (a) and (b)
compare the spectra from 3-mm-long L903 devices with 0° and 4°
misorientation angles. Similarly, both show multi-mode spectra. However, it
is observed that in the 0° devices, for both L989 and L903, the emission
frequency ranges are narrower than for the 4° lasers, especially at higher
biases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13 Spectral characteristics of L989 (a) 0° off, 2 mm (b) 4° off, 2 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14 Spectral characteristics of L903 (a) 0° off, 3 mm (b) 4° off, 3 mm.

6.4.2 Maximum operating temperature
Considering the maximum temperature performance in L989, at a 4°
misorientation angle, there is a slight decrease in Tmax for a 3-mm-long laser,
but an 11 K improvement occurs in a 2-mm-long laser, as shown in Fig. 6.15
and Table 6.2. The temperature performance is slightly better in 4° in most
cases, while the optimization range is not as large as expected.
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Figure 6.15 Maximum operating temperature as a function of misorientation
angle for L989.

6.4.3 Threshold current density and dynamic range
The threshold current densities and dynamic ranges were compared. Fig.
6.16 shows the result from wafer L989. Two devices were measured, being
2 mm and 3 mm-long lasers with a 150 µm ridge width. For both device
lengths, the threshold current density was lower for the 4° misorientation
angle. There was a 12% decrease of Jth for the 2-mm-long devices and an
18% for the 3-mm-long devices. In addition, the difference of Jth between the
2-mm and 3-mm-long devices was larger when at a 4° misorientation angle;
29 A/cm2 compared with 20 A/cm2.

Figure 6.16 Threshold current density as a function of misorientation angle
for L989 with 150 µm width and 2 mm/3 mm cavity lengths.

- 121 The current density as a function of heat-sink temperature is plotted in Fig.
6.17, where both L989 and L991 devices are compared. The devices are 3
mm long and 150 µm wide. It is shown that for L989, the 4° sample always
operates at lower current densities, while for L991, the 4° laser also has a
slightly lower threshold current density.

	
  

Figure 6.17 Threshold current density as a function of heat-sink temperature
for L989 and L991 devices with 0° and 4° misorientation angles.
	
  

Figure 6.18 Jth as a function of heat-sink temperature of wafer L991.

Fig. 6.18 shows the current density as a function of heat-sink temperature
for two groups of L991 devices. Each group has the same laser ridge width
and cavity length, but with different misorientation angles (0° and 4°). The
first two samples were fabricated into a wider ridge and longer length, which
are 223 µm and 3 mm. The other two samples are 180 µm wide and 1.5 mm

- 122 long. Both groups show similar results; namely that the 4° lasers have lower
current densities. Therefore, this effect does not appear to be related with
the laser area.
The dynamic range is analysed in Fig. 6.19. 3-mm-long L989 devices with 0°
and 4° misorientation angles were studied. For both angles, the dynamic
range increases with the heat-sink temperature and then decreases. The
peak of the dynamic ranges appear at different temperatures for the 0° and 4°
samples. Considering the laser with the 0° angle, the dynamic range
reaches the maximum at the heat-sink temperature of approximately 20 K,
while for the 4° sample, the maximum appears later at 30 K. There is a
possible relationship between the laser dynamic range and the
misorientation angle. Moreover, the dynamic range of the 4° laser is much
larger than the 0° at each measured heat-sink temperature, and the
difference of dynamic range generally decreases with the increase of heatsink temperature, due to heat-dissipation.

	
  

Figure 6.19 Dynamic range as a function of heat-sink temperature for L989
0° and 4° samples.

6.4.4 Power performance
The peak output power at different heat-sink temperatures was compared
between samples with different misorientation angles. The power was
measured by a TK power meter without considering collection efficiency, and
the calibration approach kept the same for different measurements. Fig. 6.20
shows the peak output power as a function of heat-sink temperature. L991
and L989 devices are compared between 0° and 4° angles. The black

- 123 curves and symbols represent results from L991, and the red ones from
L989.
The output power decreases with the heat-sink temperature in all cases.
Both the 4° samples show higher power at each heat-sink temperature. As
the temperature increases, the difference in output power between 0° and 4°
becomes smaller, due to the heat dissipation effect.

Figure 6.20 Dynamic range as a function of heat-sink temperature for L989
and L991 with 0° and 4° off samples.

6.5 Summary
It has been demonstrated that the misorientation of (100) GaAs substrates
has some effect on the material properties of THz QCLs. Surface
morphology can be greatly improved by misorientating the GaAs substrate.
Even a 2° misorientation angle can achieve a much smoother sample
surface, and the results showed that the best surface morphology and
interface sharpness were obtained on the (100) tilted 6° off toward (111)
GaAs substrate, within the four angles studied.
From experiments based on two different THz QCL active region structures
grown on misorientated substrates, some interesting initial results emerge
although there is no single conclusion on the best misorientation angle to
optimize all laser parameters simultaneously. A 4° angle achieved slightly
lower threshold current densities, and higher power for the 3.1 THz hybrid
structure. Higher temperature performance has been observed in 4°
samples in the BTC structure, and a lower threshold occurs in 2° samples.

- 124 Although the initial results do not show a compelling relationship between
the misorientation angle and THz QCL performance, the misorientation
angle appears to influence the device parameters, and possibilities for
optimization of THz QCLs are discussed and suggested. This topic merits
further study and more QCL structures ought be investigated in order to
reach a clearer conclusion.
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Chapter 7
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Conclusion and further work
7.1 Conclusions
The primary emphasis of this thesis is on the performance enhancement of
THz QCLs based on MBE growth, device fabrication and electrical
characterisation. The development of THz technology, including different
sources and applications, is reviewed. The reproducibility of high
performance THz QCLs are investigated and laser parameters are studied.
BTC and hybrid THz QCL structures are grown, fabricated and characterised
with varied growth and fabrication parameters, and possibilities for their
further improvement are suggested. The growth of THz QCLs on different
substrate orientations is explored.
The key achievements are the demonstration of high power THz QCLs for
the first time with output power exceeding 1 watt, the optimization on the
injector doping of THz QCLs with different designs, and the high quality
material growth. The enhancement in THz QCL performances are essential
in future applications such as imaging and remote sensing.

7.1.1 Material quality of THz QCLs
To optimize the material quality of THz QCLs, improving the growth
reproducibility, such as the growth rate stability, and Si doping calibration
accuracy, interface roughness and decreasing the background impurity level
are essential considerations.
The MBE system and standard procedures of MBE growth, including growth
calibration (flux, growth rate and temperature), the growth process of THz
QCLs, and factors affecting the material quality, are described in Chapter 2,
Chapter 5, and Chapter 6. The pyrometric method is useful in determining
the layer thicknesses and alloy compositions. Compared with x-ray
diffraction measurements, this method provides more accurate information
on the growth rate. It can also be used in compensating the growth rate drift,
as discussed in chapter 5, which significantly improves the layer uniformity
and growth reproducibility of THz QCLs. The Si doping has to be calibrated
accurately and efficiently. Two different approaches, the VDP Hall approach
and the SIMS method, are compared in Chapter 2. It is found that the VDP
Hall method is a simple way for doping calibration and provides accurate
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doping levels from the growth of only one sample. The comparisons
between these two methods have suggested that both can be considered in
the Si doping calibration.
The incorporation of background impurities during the growth of THz QCLs
affects the scattering, unintentional tunnelling within the laser and the
lifetimes of the laser levels and the electron injection efficiency. The
background impurity level can be determined by growing an unintentionally
doped bulk GaAs layer and the VDP Hall measurement. The results and
discussions in Chapter 5 have suggested that high background doping
degrades the laser performance, including adversely affecting the power,
dynamic range and maximum operating temperature. The comparison is
made between samples grown by two Ga cells with different background
impurity levels. The samples grown by a contaminated cell emitted lower
output power and there was only a small increase of the output power when
increasing the injector doping level. The dynamic range is also much
narrower. In addition, the maximum operating temperature is lower for the
wafer grown at a higher background doping level. Therefore, in order to
achieve better THz QCL performance, the background doping level in a
MBE system is required to be minimized.
It has been suggested by different research groups that surface morphology
influences the electrical and optical properties of devices. One way to
improve the surface morphology is to misorientated (100) GaAs substrates
towards (111) direction. The effect is compared between samples grown on
0°, 2°, 4° and 6° (100) GaAs substrates on a BTC QCL structure, and 0° and
4° on a hybrid QCL structure. It has been observed from the experiments
that the misorientation improves the surface smoothness of THz QCLs
significantly. 2°, 4° and 6° samples have achieved much smoother surfaces
compared with 0° samples, and the surface smoothness increases with the
angle of misorientation. For the BTC structure, although some differences in
performances have been observed, the 4° might have a slight advantage on
temperature performance and the 2° shows a lower threshold in most cases.
The power performance does not clearly relate to the angle. For the hybrid
structure, between 0° and 4° samples, the 4° samples show higher power
than 0° samples. The 4° lasers also have lower threshold current densities.
Therefore, the maximum operating temperature, threshold current density
and peak output power are affected by the misorientation angles;
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according to the initial results.

7.1.2 Optimization on device performances
The optimization of THz QCL performances has been investigated in output
power, operating temperature, threshold current density and dynamic range
on both hybrid and BTC structures.
The power performance of THz QCLs is studied in Chapter 4. High power in
THz QCLs can be achieved by fabricating broad area laser ridges with SISP
waveguide. The power optimization approaches are determined by
theoretical analysis and simulations. The shift of frequency from 3.1 THz to
3.4 THz helps increase the power. The peak power increases linearly with
the area of the device. An HR coating on the back facet improves the THz
QCL power and threshold performances effectively. Comparing the two 1.8
mm-long and 328 µm-wide devices, the facet coated device shows a 7%
reduction in the threshold current density, and a 36.7% increase of peak
output power, in comparison with the device with an uncoated back facet.
Tmax has been observed to increase with the device area for both HR coated
and uncoated devices, according to a group of data. However, more data for
HR coated devices may give a clearer conclusion. The highest power for
THz QCLs (426 µm x 3 mm) without HR coating achieved 773 mW at 10 K
with 2% duty cycle, at the current density of 673 A/cm2. 1 Watt output power
has been achieved from a 426-µm-wide and 4.2-mm-long device, with a
180-µm-thick substrate.
The injector doping level is an essential factor that influences THz QCL
performances. Samples with identical growth parameters, but different
injector doping levels, were compared. Higher injector doping level results in
a high threshold and output power, due a stronger population inversion and
a higher gain. It is observed that the threshold current density increases with
the injector doping as well as the dynamic range, but with the consequence
of device heating. However, there is no clear trend between the maximum
operating temperature and injector doping level, although the results suggest
a higher doping level leads to a higher maximum operating temperature.
Comparing the L-I-V and spectral characteristics of THz QCLs with emission
frequency between 2.8 ~ 2.95 THz under CW mode operation, higher
threshold current densities in CW mode are shown. It was also found that
the improvement of 𝐽!! in pulsed mode is more obvious than in CW mode for
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region for devices with the same active region structure was also
investigated. It was observed that the devices with larger transit time have a
less good performance, lower Tmax, in particular, possibly due to the
scattering.

7.2 Further work
The work in this thesis is based on the growth and device optimization of
GaAs/AlGaAs THz QCLs. However, following previous work, there is still
much to improve in their material quality, and different device fabrication
techniques are yet to be explored for both SISP and DM waveguide devices.
The main goal is to improve the maximum operating temperature, the peak
output power, lower the threshold current density and improve the heat
dissipation.
Firstly, the maximum operating temperature can be improved further. The
current active region designs have their advantages and disadvantages. RP
structure has achieved the best maximum operating temperature up to 200
K. The possible way is to experiment with new active region designs or
improve conventional designs by refining the fundamental parameters of
THz QCL structures, such as upper and lower state lifetimes, gain and
oscillator strength. Secondly, since the THz QCLs investigated here are
based on a GaAs/AlGaAs material system, new materials can be considered
in future research, such as InP based materials including InGaAs/GaAsSb.
[116] Material quality can also be improved further, which involves more
precise control and investigation into different growth parameters, such as
growth temperature, as well as the optimization in both SISP and DM
waveguide device fabrication. The fabrication procedure can be modified by
trying different etching techniques to create better laser ridges, improving
metal layers and trying new laser waveguides. Chapter 3 mentions that
different wet etchants can result in isotropic and anisotropic laser ridge edge
profile, and previous devices were all based on the same anisotropic etchant,
so further work on THz QCLs by varying laser ridge profile, using different
etching techniques, such as dry etching, can be carried out.
Considering the power performance: since the previous high power THz
QCLs could only operate in pulsed mode, due to the high threshold current
density which produces excessive heating, heat dissipation can be improved

- 130 further to lower the lasing threshold, for example, by considering a different
substrate material which has a better heat dissipation than of GaAs. Single
mode lasers with higher power can be investigated, for example, by
combining the DFB laser and the higher power laser, or possibly considering
the tapered laser ridge design in device fabrication. Other QCL structures
with different emission frequencies are also worth studying, since high power
is desirable for most THz QCLs in most applications.
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List of Abbreviations

AFM

Atomic force microscopy

Al

Aluminium

AES

Auger electron spectroscopy

BEP

Beam equivalent pressure

BTC

Bound-to-continuum

CW

Continuous wave

CSL

Chirped superlattice

DFB

Distributed feedback

DM

Double metal

FDS

Frequency domain spectroscopy

FEL

Fast entry lock

FTIR

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer

Ga

Galium

HR

High reflection

L-I-V

Light output-current-voltage

LO

Longitudinal optical

MBE

Molecular beam epitaxy

MIG

Monitor ion gauge

MOVPE

Metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy

P-J

output power vs current density

QCL

Quantum cascade laser

QMS

Quadrupole mass spectrometer

Rms

Root mean square

RP

Resonant phonon

RHEED

Reflection high energy electron diffraction

SIMS

Secondary ion mass spectrometry

- 143 SISP

Surface-plasmon

SL

Superlattice

SPL

Superlattice

TDS

Time domain spectroscopy

THz

Terahertz

VDP

Van der Pauw

V-J

Voltage vs current density

XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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List of Symbols

ϵ!

the vacuum dielectric constant

e

elementary charge

n!

refractive index in growth layer

n!

refractive index in air

n!

sheet density

B

magnetic field

I

current

V!

Hall voltage

R!

sheet resistance

µμ

Hall mobility

ρ

bulk resistivity

G

growth rate

G!"#

the average growth rate of the QCL

d

layer thickness

x!"

Aluminium mole fraction

  x!"#

the average aluminium composition of the QCL

d!"#$

thickness of the GaAs wells in one period of active region

d!"#$!%

thickness of the AlGaAs wells in one period of active region

t !"#$!%

the growth time of the AlGaAs barriers

t !"#$

the growth time of the GaAs wells

α!

waveguide loss

!"#$%&#

α!

the losses of the undoped waveguide structure

α!"#
!

the calculated free carrier absorption

α!

mirror loss

R!

front facet reflectivity

R!

back facet reflectivity
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Fresnel reflection coefficient at the semiconductor/air interface

R !"!#

the facet reflectivity of a SISP THz QCL

β

phase propagation constant

g

gain coefficient

Z

optical matrix element

λ

the wavelength in vacuum

n!""

effective mode index of the waveguide

γ

the broadening of the optical transition

τ∗

normalized lifetime

𝜏  

  

global transit time

τ!

lower level life-time

τ!"

the intersubband optical-phonon limited relaxation time

T

heat-sink temperature of a THz QCL

T!

characteristic temperature

g !"

threshold gain

Γ

optical confinement factor

J!"

threshold current density

J!"#

maximum current density

n!"

the active region refractive index

P!"#

the peak output power of a THz QCL
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Appendix A
Fabrication procedures of THz QCLs
A.1 Fabrication procedures for SISP THz QCLs
No.

Steps

Details

1

Cleaning with acetone

ultrasonic cleaning for 2 minutes at 10% power

2

Cleaning with IPA

ultrasonic cleaning for 2 minutes at 10% power

3

Drying by nitrogen gas

4

Plasma ashing

50 W/5 minutes

7

Photoresist (S1813)
spinning

5000 rpm, 30 s

8

Soft baking

115 °C/1 minute

9

Photolithography

1.5 mW/cm2 for 1 minutes

10

Developing

90 s in MF319

11

DI water rinsing

12

Nitrogen gas drying

13

Photolithography for
laser ridge

3.9−4 mW/cm2 for 6−7 seconds

14

Soft baking

115 °C/1 minute

15

Developing

75 seconds in MF319

16

DI water rinsing

17

Nitrogen gas drying

18

Mounting sample on
glass

One drop of photoresist/115 °C/1 minute

19

Ridge etching

Etchant: H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:40

20

DI water rinsing

21

Nitrogen gas drying

22

Measuring surface
profile
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Removing sample from
glass

With acetone

24

1 to 8

Without ultrasonic cleaning

25

Photolithography for
bottom contact

3.9−4 mW/cm2 for 6−7 seconds

26

Chlorobenzene Curing

2 minutes without rinsing

27

Nitrogen gas drying

28

Developing

29

DI water rinsing

30

Nitrogen gas drying

31

HCL cleaning

Cleaning with HCL: H2O=1:1 for 1 minute

32

AuGeNi for bottom
contact

0.65 g/200 nm

33

Lift off

34

1 to 4

35

Annealing

430 °C/1 minute

36

Measure bottom
contact resistance

R≈5-20 Ω

37

1 to 8

Without ultrasonic cleaning

38

Photolithography for
top contact

3.9−4 mW/cm2 for 6−7 seconds

39

26 to 31

40

AuGeNi for top contact

41

Lift off

42

1-8

Without ultrasonic bath

43

Photolithography

3.9-4 mW/cm2 for 6-7 seconds

44

26 to 31

45

Over layer
metallisation

46

Lift off

75 s in MF319

0.35 g/100 nm

Ti: 20 nm/Au: 150 nm
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1 to 4

48

Mounting sample on
glass

With soft wax, samples upside down

49

Back side thinning

Etchant: H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1

50

DI water rinsing

51

Nitrogen gas drying

52

surface profile
measuring

By micrometre

53

Removing sample from
glass

In Trichloroethylene

54

1 to 4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

55

surface profile
measuring

By micrometre

56

1 to 4

In plasma ashing: sample both upside up (5
minutes) and down (5 minutes)

57

Backside metallisation

Ti: 20 nm/Au: 100 nm

58

1 to 4

59

Annealing (sintering)

60

Cleaving

61

Ceramics mounting

270 °C/4 minutes

Mount ceramic pads on copper blocks with GE
vanish
Heat at 100 °C for 5 minutes

62

Indium spreading

Heat the copper blocks at 142 °C with small
pieces of Indium on top of it,
Spread the Indium when it melts

63

sample loading

Decrease hot plate temperature to 100 °C,
mount laser samples on Indium layer,
with mirrors parallel to the edge of copper
blocks (longer)

64

Wire bonding

Hot plate at 100 °C
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A.2 Fabrication procedures for DM THz QCLs
No.

Steps

Details

1

Cleaning with acetone

ultrasonic cleaning for 2 minutes at 10%
power

2

Cleaning with IPA

ultrasonic cleaning for 2 minutes at 10%
power

3

Drying by nitrogen gas

4

Plasma ashing

50 W/5 minutes

5

Ti/Au for both wafers

Ti: 20 nm/Au: 600 nm

6

1-4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

7

Thermo-compression
bonding

8

1-4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

9

Samples cleaving

Size: 6 × 6 mm

10

1-4

With ultrasonic cleaning

11

Mount samples on glass
slides

12

SI substrate chemical
removing

Remove 80% of the substrate (520 µm)/wet
etching (Etchant: H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1)

13

SI substrate chemical
removing

Citric Acid(100 g with 100 ml water):H2O2=4:1,
remove about 30 µm GaAs until the colour
changes (AlGaAs, green colour)

14

DI water rinsing

1 minute in beaker / 10 seconds with flow DI
water

15

Nitrogen gas drying

16

1-4

17

Remove the etch stop
layer

Without ultrasonic bath
Immerse the sample in (50%) hydrofluoric
acid (HF) for ≈15 - 30 seconds,
remove the left 550~600 nm GaAs, etchant:
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O =1:8:160

18

Remove samples from

10 minutes in Trichloroethylene
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19

1-4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

Photoresist spinning

5000 rpm, 30 s

20

Soft baking

115 °C/90 seconds

21

Photolithography for top
contact

22

Chlorobenzene Curing

2 minutes

23

Developing

75 s in MF319

24

14-15

25

Plasma ashing

25 W/70 s

26

Ti/Au for top contact

Ti: 20 nm/Au: 150−200 nm

27

Lift off

With Acetone

28

1-4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

29

Photoresist spin-coating

Test vacuum before load sample/5000 rpm/
steps: 4 seconds / 30 seconds

30

Soft baking

115 °C/2 minutes

31

Photolithography for
edge bead remove

Exposure: 1.5 mW/cm2 for 2 minutes

32

Developing

90 s

33

14-15

34

Photolithography for
ridge etching

3.9-4 mW/cm2 for 6-7 seconds

35

Soft baking

115 °C/1 minute

36

Developing

75 s in MF319

37

14-15

38

Mounting sample on
glass

one drop photoresist/115⁰C/1 minute

39

Ridge etching

Etchant: H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1, Etching
thickness< thickness of the active region

40

14-15

3.9-4 mW/cm2 for 6-7 seconds
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Measuring surface profile

42

Removing sample from
glass

In Acetone

43

1-4

Without ultrasonic cleaning

44

Mounting sample (upside
down) on glass

With soft wax

45

Back side thinning

Etchant: H2SO4:H2O2:H2O=1:8:1

46

14-15

47

surface profile measuring

By micrometre

48

Removing sample from
glass

10 minutes in Trichloroethylene

49

1-4

Without ultrasonic bath/In plasma ashing:
sample both up-side up (5 minutes) and down
(5 minutes)

50

Ti/Au for back side

Ti: 20 nm/Au: 150 nm

51

1-4

Without ultrasonic bath

52

Cleaving

53

1 to 4

Without ultrasonic bath

54

Ceramics mounting

Mount ceramic pads on copper blocks with
GE vanish
Heat at 100 °C for 5 minutes

55

Indium spreading

Heat the copper blocks at 142 °C with small
pieces of Indium on top of it,
Spread the Indium when it melts

56

Sample loading

Decrease hot plate temperature to 100 °C,
mount laser samples on Indium layer,
with mirrors parallel to the edge of copper
blocks (longer)

57

Wire bonding

Hot plate at 100 °C

